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~AL ASPECTS IN TRACIq.ESS MECHANISED MINING
H~!IlOOS (TMMMl
The impact of TMMM on Environroental Engine'~ring is




aspect.s have been evaluated to quarrtLf'y
on air and refrigeration cf a typical deep,
Heat load factOJ:'sof diesel machfnes have been exprc~ssed
by various :mthclrities. sased on theory and mult.i.ple
influences, these factors vary from 0,5 to 10 kilowatts
of heat pel','kilowatt of rat,cd diesel power. 'rhe
E:fficiency at" effective utilization of available pmo1er as
related to rock e)l;traction is poor. Hesearch shows that.
the heat load factor is 1,475 times the rated power.
Suhsti +_uting diesel power 1,,1th electric.al equivalents can
reduce both heat/refrigeration and air demands in
Environmental Control.
chapter one.
These factors are expressed in
Knowing the impact
of the various
of the above, methods of ventilation
Tl\fMM'G can be defined. A model has
subsequently been developed for use in the COBRO's
program on Environmental Engineering (ENVIRON). Heat
load graphs wero aonstructed for future planning of the
variouu mining methods.
IV
Turning r o the man that operates the equipment, tv10 areas
of concer-n are evaluated. FirF;tly, it has been
det"rmined that the metabolic work rate on op~rators are
moderate t-litllout considering external harsh environmen-
tal conditions. Hetabolic work rote vary between lilO and
214 W/m2. secondly, tha heat stress on opera1:ors have
been evaluated in a hot; environment. Though the
metabolic 1j10rk rate is moderate, the accumulative eff.ect
of radiant heat from the machine and the surrounding
ambient air puts the operator Ln the near hard 'ilOrk rate
category. Mlaasmres have
effect of radiant heat
vehicle t'lall temperatures
specific cooling power of
283 W/m2. 'Ih:i.s can be
been proposed to zeduoe the
in th~) driver's cabin where
reach(:;)s up to 750 C • Ti'j,e
the air varies between 138 and
largely attributed to the gap
between the tvet and drybulb air. t:9I!1pELt'aturesof up t.o
gOc. These are expressed .in (:hap~:el~t:wo.
Investiga1 _J in lesser detail are the ccrrcroLs installeid
to reduce the air pollution effect of 9as emission from
dieselised vehicles. Catalytic fume purifiers are
im3talled to reduce the levels of exhaust gas emissions.
The pz-obLem experienced is mainly 'the low exhaust; gas
temperatures « 250·C: for the non-production vehicles.
This resul i.': in high exhaust backpreasure clue to a lacy of
regeneration capabilities of the catalytic fume
purifiers. Overall efficiencies of purifiers ranges
between 43 and 64%.
In general, other areas that were also consLdexed are
listed below
Methods of vent.Ll anLnq the various THM.Mproj3~t:S :5howan
eff(3ctive air factor for planning purposes of be'twI3~m 3,0
and 3,G kg/s par kilotonne of rock broken per month.
vNoise levels of vehicle operators were measured as an
equivalent noise dose.
high levels of noise
NOlse levels measpred
Research shows that exposure to
can lead to heering .impairment.
in thl3TMMM projects reveals high
noise exposure in the lotl1erfrequency ranges. Equivalent
noise levels range between 98 and 115 dBA, It is
therefore necessary to suppress the noise at source oz
supply hear Lnq protection t;o the operators. The problem
is that no acceptable hearing protection device exists
for use in hot environments. Side effects of high noise
levels are hypertension and aggr<=lsiveness.
Economical air fact')rs to ventilate ar eas whers 'rMll,fl.i is
Lntirocuced vary consi.derao.Lyand need to be investi9ated
in more detail.
The qeoqz'aph i.oaf,location in relation to the critical
thermal level in thlaunderground environment is of utmost
importance. Air requirements to satisfy both
contaminant dilution and heat removal aspects have been
caLcuLat.ed to vary over a wide
airs;peed in roadways and tunnels
high excavation cost using TMI-IM.
range. Economical
is influenced by the
LascLy , the development and Lncr-oduc+Lon of jet fan





future research in Tl'..MM.'l'hefinancial
using jet:fans in drifts advanced t.osome 60




concerning fire prevention, e~0ape
dust suppress:.onmethods in 'l'MMM must be
The development of a custom planning model is visualised
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Heatload Factors for Diesel Engines
'i'he low thermal
engine
etlciency of the diesel internal
combustion
underground
has a marked inf1uence on the
environment. The advantages in
ma~uevarability of a
the mining fraternii::.y
unit is evidant. The
engi~~ play a major
diesel powered mining vehicle (to
OVer that of an electricaily driven
low thermal eficiency of the diesel
role in the cost of a trackle~s
mining project ~Jh,\nconsidering refrigeration u£ the hot
undez'qr-cund air.
Difference in altitude and temperature between sur-race
and underground adds an additional bur-don on t.he power
output of a diesel engine. This relationship can be
expressed mathematically as follO\'1s. 'l'heclorrection
factor (kd), barometric pressure (p) and ambient
temprrature (t) relates as
kd - (87,0 / p) 0,65 * «t + 273) / 298) 0,5
flywheel. power on location as derated kilowatt (Kw ratec.t.,
* kd) . 'l'hederating amounts to some 10,6~ on the i
flywheel.power Palk (1988:50). ......
The further comp.lLcat.i.nqfactor of negot~.atingsl.oposof
up to 140 wh.i1st travolling uproadways, adds to heat;
generated by these machines Planning the required fleet
for a specific payload is standard practice and the
factor for calculating the total powa~ required is known
[or various mining methods.
1
The problem lies in finding the peak heat load period in
any tra.ckless mining project. This peak heat load is
that phase when the hauling of rock.is at its peale. It
is important to find the utilization of the various
machines, taking into account the availability of the
units, the full power period, distance and slope factors
and engine condition Fourie (1989:45).
Figure 1.1 show such a typical cycle for a load haul
dumper in rClspectof the exhaust gas temperatues.
figure 1.1. Expanded time temperature variation for




PERFORMANCE OF INDIRECT INJECT~ON ENGINE
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The refrigeration requirements for a project are
calculated on the 12eaJ~ heat load period. Gross
inaccuracies occur if an average figure is used for
refrigeration requirement calculation.
Figure 1.2 relates the problem of heat ]'1ad over a 24
hour perioa..





I !N A MINING CYCLE
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It is important to note that the necessary temperature
histograms are required to determine the frequency in
whd.ch +:he diesel powered vehicles operatE' I.nthe various
temperature ranges. Figure 1.3 has been taken fre,n work





















TE~~PERATURE HISTOGRAM - ST 6C
LHD WITH A DEUTZ 164 kW FBL714 ENGINE
% TIME OPERATING. INDIOATEDTEMPERATURE











Gross variations occur from vehicle to vehicle and in
some instances temperatJre variations at the engine
between exhaust ports vary up to 100·C.
It is therefore necessary to find some other means of
determining a project heat load.
1.2 I.ITERATURE SURVEY
Evaluation of the performance curveD of th~ vehicle
manufacturers indicate that the varia"_ion of altitude and
ambient temperature has an influ~nce on the performance
of the diesel engine (as indicated previously).
During the initial planning of the TMMM projects, figures
were obtained, based on the equipment. requirements of the
various departments. The figurl'.ls required for
refrigeration requirement calculations had one drawback -
actual utilization figures were not ava lLab l.e,
Due to the dieGel machine's therrr:dl eficiency, heat
production is three times the actual rated power
McPherson (1984:241).
Fourie (1986:57) calculated the diesel rated power
required per kilotonne of rock handled per month as 37
kW. The fuel consumption amounted to 0,51 l/tonne of
rock broken per wonth. The effective full power
utilization was only 19 % per day o~ 26 % during the
peak loading shift. 'fhe ca Lcu Lar.Lon involved some 38




Rased on the above, the heat load factor ib 1,475 ~W heat
per kW of rated diesel power' anc. hence 54,5 leW heat per
kilotonne of rock handled. These figures will now be












Unsted (1989:38) r8flects figures of l,BB kW heat/kW
rated dies,;::lpower for low emi"sion diesel on average.
The promising correlation of 0,545 to 0,670 litres per
ton of rock broken has been reached b} the above.
Unsted has calculated these figures during a
special project on another mine with similar conditions
to that of this research project. The disadvantage is
that only one unit had been checked during the research
period.
ktv of
The heat load fi.gl.lrevaried bettl7een1,1 and 3,4
heat/kW rated power for idling and peak load
respectively.
Burgwinkel (1985: 625) shows a figure of 2,78 kW heat/kW
rated power for a dj(:!sellocomotive. The problem of
comparing
in the
Burgwinkel's data with that of a gold mine lies
terrain chosen for testing the unit. The slope of
the travelling ways vary between 0,5 and 9,0 des,.rees.
Middleton (1989: 244) did a study as member of 'cheChamber
of Mines Research organisation (COMRO) involving
locomotives and LHD's. These findings relate the heat
from locomotives as 1,5 times the rated power . On the
TII1MMside, a Jarvis Clark. JS 220 (102 kW rated engll"\e
power), generated 2,? times more heat than the rated
power. based on fuel consumption. Again the test was only




McPherson (1984:204) express the heat load from
dieselised vehicles as 2,83 times the kW of useful worl~
at full load. This figure calculated from data collected
in the united Kingdom and the united states of America
coat mines. The fuel consumpt.Lon in this case is 0,3 1
of fuel/hour per rated kW. The problem in each case is
at what fraction of the shift do these machines operate
under full load conditions?
9
II
Fourie (1989:45) shows the fallowing factors to be used
to calculate heat flows/refrigeration requirements.
Temperature dependent heat sources (i.e. factors that
LncLude heat flow froin rock and fissure water primarily)
are shown in table 1.1
Refer to appendix A - E (page 81) for an explaination of
the mining methods.








Table 1.1 Mining Methoe kWhe?~lkbonne Rock Broke~
VRT CTewperature dependent)
Temperature indep~ndent heat sources indicate basically
























Tabl~ 1.2 - Heat generated in different mining ~reas
'rhese figures include the 1,475 leW heat per kW rated diesel
power and 0,75 kW heat per kW rat.ed electrical power as
utilization figures and incorporates the thermal deficiency







The basis of the above figures were gathered from evalua-
tion done for some 16 TMMM projects. The heat loads W8re
calculated using the COMRO compu ;',rprogram "HEAT" - with
the addition of the data from the 1986 study on fuel
consumption.
A summary of the design parameters are given in tabJe 3
involving the work done by McPherson, Pourie and Unsted.
Source
''''-k-W-h-e-a-t-/'--'--c-a-l--rl-p-u-e-l-''-l-p-u-e-l-/--'--]
]{W rated Value used hour per Rea ':










LED fuel 1,88 38 273 0,67 0,19 19'~0 ILOCO fuel 2,10 37 528 0,89 0,21 I 24,8
Surface fuel 1,71 38 377 0,71 0,17 I 20,2~ L- __. J_ ~ ~~ ~ __
Table 1.3 - Summary of planning figQres
In the case of McPherson and FO'urie, US diesel fuel and
LED (low emmmission diesel J fuel was used respec 1:ively.
LOCO fuel is diesel fuel marketed specificaly for use in
locomotives in the gOld mines.
This c::orrelation is good. The data coliated was taken
over a very short period of time and did not simulate a
representative sample. Also that tIle work does not take




gold mIning industry has progressec
along the learning curve to improve the
and ava i.Labd H ty of diE'sel powered vehicles
over the past five years.
It is for this reason that it is necessary to recalculate




'1'0 overcome the heat load problem, it is necessary to
determine t,he peak heat load period using the fuel
consumption figures. It will be shown, from the
production data, that the peak "hauling of rock" period
is during two short 4 hour periods dur Lnq the afternoon
and night shifts. It. can therefore be said that the peak
heat flow period occurs on 33% of the day. 'l'hesupply
of refrigerution during this p~riod is crucial to any
machine to operate satisfactor:Uy and to the operator
thereof.
The Solution is two fold
i) Calculat.e the heat load figures from datilcollated
over the past 24 months in some 4 projects. The





used and hours of operation .in
I ~
Check the hauling split over the day of work.
The performance calculated to show actual diesel
power used per ton of rock broken, fuel Gonsump-
tion per kW diesel rated power and per ton reck
bxoken , Based on the abovo, the percennaqe f\'lll




Finally I the peak heat load figures wHl be known
based or, fuel consumption.
Heat fuel consumption Y. combustion efficiency Y.
Where
calorific valun.
fuel consumpt.Lon is expressed per unit:
time in the hi<;11 production period
(litres/second).
Combustion effLcf.ency i.e] assumed at an
average of 95%.
Calorific value of ~iesel fuel used by the
group ~ 36 538 kJ/l.
ThiEl figure can then be used to express machino
utilisation at full load l)y quoting the heat
generation hy the £101::1t of vehicles I based on cne
fuel consumption as a ratio of the maximum posfiihle
heat (power) generation by the fleet, during the
same period of time.
ii) Thi~3 empirical data will then be ehecked and
verified against other sources.
proqzam
takinq
and fi.qurm; derived for tho various 'l'MMM pro:jectG
Lnt.c account the tempel:ature d"tlendent and
.indepondent hoat.r Low t igurcG. 'rIlis program was dovo.l.oped
by Von Glen (1987).
I
l~at tram diesel engines was then expressed as rated
diesel power required per tonne of rock broken per month,
muLti.p ld.ed by the heat; qenorat:od per kilowatt of ra'cod
diosel power. This hoat generation factor to include all
"U>PCX:tfl such as down t i.me, fuel ca Lor-LtLc va tue and
utilisation ~~ ~~chinory over a 24 hour period. 1~o 1uel





The vehlcle fleet arc shown per project in tables 4 - 7.
In summary the total fleet consisted of 56 vehicles
amourrt.Lnq t.o 4803 ]{W rated diesel power.
Note that the term Ilpower deration bazed on gas
emmissions" mean "smoke and nitrous oxide limiting" power














Manufact Mod(<ll Spec l<:W cyl POVld
Rate Derated No.--- - . - _,--





0m3 180.00 10.00 167.94 1.00 168
IMG Eng LF12 8.0m3 ;'),6.0012.00 201.53 0.00 0
437
HV Dav 08 l8Ton 190.00 10.00 167.94 0.00 0
HV Dav UT45A SC198L 63.00 6.00 58.78 3.00 176
Norrm ': PKI0\)0 63.00 6.00 58.78 0.00 0
Spec Veh Sv'M3000 Jeep 32.00 3.00 29,86 0.00 0
JI Case 580G IScaler 50.00 4.00 46.45 2.00 93
HV Dav GOO util 63.00 6.00 58.78 O.Ou o
Case Grader 50.00 4.00 46.65 0.00 q
2'70
Eimco
Sec Rig D/Rig 63.00 6.00 58.78 0.00 0
A/Copeo
52.00 5.00 48.52 2.00 97
SeeD Rig D/Rig 52.00
J. UOL:·52 I~~~~ 097
"-,",,-,,-- TOTAL POWER DERATED kW 803-~.~----.-.-._. -.~-"",---,._",.-.." .~".","",, ~.._-, .......,,_,;-----
[i~d~_~-ii~~~"~~i;tio~-1------1-
LW 1 LBD ~'lc.gnerLHD
U~ 2 LIIO v.lagnerLHD
(,R 5 LHD GUH :'HD
T~J 1 Trt'GJ{
u~.r 2 Ut.i..I








I__ .__ ._L_,,_. _
* '''' Power deration baGed on gas emmissions- not done undez'qr-ound as at yet.
'fhe temperature and elevation used corl.·ef:,pondto that of tho
project to be analysed.
rrEMPERA'l'UREAVERAGE -. 29.5/38.5" C




----- ,-----..- --~ ---- ,--'"'
Description Manufaet Model Spec kW Cyl Power* 'rota1 POWd
Rate Derated No.-----_._.-.;--- I-~ --.~..... --,
LW J LHD Wagner LHD HV Dav 3.5T 3.5m3 144.00 8.00 131. 29 2.00 263
LW ~: LBD wagner LHO HV Dav 6C 6.0m3 180.00 10.00 164.11 2.00 32H
GH E; LHD GHH LHD IMG Eng Ll?12 8.0m3 216.00 12.00 196.93 1.00 197
788
'rw 1 Truc]c Wagn D/Truck HV Dav 08 laTon 1.90.00 10.00 164.11 0.00 (l
UW 2 uti 1 Wagn U/Veh HV Dav UT45A SC198L 63.00 6.00 57.44 2.00 115
UN 1 util VT Veh Normat PK1000 63.00 6.00 57.44 0.00 0
UYl/USI util SVM3000 Spec Veh SW13000 ,Jeep 32.00 3.00 29.18 0.00 0
UG J ut.i1 Scaler JI Case 580G Scaler 50.00 4.00 46.59 3 • O~) 137
EW 1 UtH Lub cass;ette HV Dav ODO utH 63.00 6.00 57.44 0,00 0
Case uti! Grader Case Grader 50.00 4.00 45.59 0.00 0
2'32
RE 1 Rigs Secoma/ Eimeo
R/Bolt Sec Rig D/R.ig 63.00 6.00 57.44 0.00 0
DA 1 Rigs Boomer A/Copco
O/R.ig Rig D/R:i.g 52.00 5.00 47.41 2.00 9~)
OF 2 Rigs ,single Boom Seeo Rig D/Rig 52.00 5.00 47.41 0.00 0
95
I---~""---....... "' ......-_..._ -- TOTAL pm'1ER DERATBD - kW 134
.... -~ .. --...~___",-~ _-_ --,-,---_._. -- .• ~ .. ,., ..."" ..... "=- ...-.... "'"""~ -.-.-~-~~.-"""-.~,
* rz: Power deration based max.imum gas enunission - not done as at yet.
'rhe temperat:ure and elevation used correspond to that of the
project to be analysed.
'l'E:MPERATURE AVERAGE "" 29.5/38.50 C







,",,·~A~ ._. ___ "'__.-,~ .;,.---...., _. ~
MOdellsp~
.......... '__.,;,_ _._.. _.-- --_._. -_. ~.~-r-~'lCode Prod' Description Manufact k~l cyl 'rota1 POWd
No Grp Rate No.
__ ","" __ ._-c"_'~.-~ ...,,_,...-,...-----....-<~~.~""__.+_"_~A·"'",,_.,_......_____._:> .. . -,----- -_cl-'-'~""
Ltv 1 LHD Wagner LHD !IV Dav 3.5T 3.5m3 144.00 8.00 132.48 1.00 1132LW 2 LBD Wagner LHD HV Oav 6C 6.0m3 180.00 10.00 165.60 1.00
1
166
GH 5 LBO GBB LBD IMG Eng LF12 8.0rn3 216.00 12.00 198.72 0.00
29~
'1'W '1 'l'ruck wagn D/Truck HV Oav DB laTon 190.00 10.00 165.60 o.oe 0
UW 2 nes.i wagn H/Veh HV Oav U'!'45A SC198L 63.00 6"00 57.96 2..CQ 116
UN 1 utE VT Veh Norrnat PKI000 63.00 6.00 57.96 D.OO 0
UYl/VSl util SVM3000 Spec Veh SVM3000 Jeep 32.00 3.00 29.44 0.00 0
tIG J ntH Scaler JI Case 580G ;3cal.::-r.50.00 4.00 4E.OO (J.OO 0
EVJ 1 utU Lub Cmmette BV Dav 000 UtH 63.00 6.00 57.96 0.00 ()
(JC:1SO util Grader Case Grader 50.00 4.00 46.00 0.00 0
')I' ')e: J ....
RE '1 Rigs Secorna/ Eirnco
R/Bolt Sec Rig D/Rig 63.00 6.00 57.96 0.00 ()
OA 1 Rigs Bcorner DA/Copco Rig D/Rig 52.00 5.00 47.84 1.00 48




~ ..,-,,",,,,- ",,____,_.,.,.._,- .. ---. ~. --""_""
-..."......"',"' .. ".-""""'.'" <.,..,..__.~- --.,_-......._.-- .. ,~---- >--=---
.....__.__ . .. _--~ 'l'OTALPOWER DEUATEO -". kvl 462
* _. P(.'werderation bas-::!dmaximum exhaust; gas emmi.asLcn not done
underground as at yet.
'l'hetemperature and elevation used correspond to that of the
project to be analysed.

























TW 1 'I'ruck iVagn D/Truck Hv Dav
UVI 2 util Wagn U/Veh HV Dav
UN 1. util VT Veh Normat
UYl/US1. util svas 000 Spec Veh
UG 1. uti]. Scaler .:IT Case
EW 1 util Lub Cassette HV Dav
Case util Grader case
RE 1. Rigs 8ecoma/ Eimco
R/Bolt Sec
Dl\ 1 R.igs Boomer DA/Copco
DF 2 Ri.gs Single Boom B/Seco
"...-ri""'.,."-·, ........~_._ .. _he ---,_._
_. ---.-----
del Spec kH Cyl PO\'ler* T
Rate Derated N
5'1' 3.5m3 144.00 8.00 12'1.68 3
6.0m3 180.1.)0 10.00 159.60 3
'12 8.0m3 216.00 12.00 191.53 1.
laTon 180.00 10.00 159,60 .,.)
45A SC198L 63.00 6.00 55.86 3
1000 63.00 6.00 55.86 1
M3000 Jeep 32 00 3,00 28.37 0
OC Scaler 50.00 4.00 44.33 6
0 util 63.00 6.00 55.86 1.
Grader 50.00 4.00 44.33 1
g D/Rig 63.00 6.00 55.86 2
g D/Rig 52.00 5.00 46.11 5
9 D/Rig 52.00 5.00 46.11 0
_ .__ .., _l_. ___





* c.:: Power deration based on maxfmum exhaust gas emmission not done
underground as at yet.
l'he temperature and elevation used coz-respond to that vf the
project to be analysed.
TEMPERA'l'URE AVERAGE :-= 29. s/38. 5;)C
BAH. PRESSURE "" 108.5
























1.4.7,__Heat / unit installed diesel powe:t;:
The data collated from t~e Planned Maintenance section of
tbe Engineering Department, coupled \0,7i th the information
of production figures over the period March 1988 to March
1990 gives the following values. Details of these
analysis ls attached as A.ppendix F (page 86). In summary
the results can be shown in Table 1.8.
,----._-- .
Project 1/kW/h kW der Oper 1/tonne kW/kTonn kWd/kTm t-lining
hrs 14ethod
.. -
65-2W 0,01 462 20415 0,81 31,24 43,55 (a)
58 Lev 0,05 803 21376 1;01 39,12 61,10 (a)
85 Lev 0,01 2464 165193 0,57 21,81 62,12 (a - d)
70 Lev 0,015 1134 58309 0,44 17,07 30,11-. __ .. - --
Weighted 0,0127 876 929711 0,682 27,31 49,22
Average


















Also "kW dar" is ]<W derated power as per page 1. and "kWd"
is kW diesel power.
Depending on the ratio of tons frma t:.hevarious mining
methods on equal distribution - this figure was 32,9
diesel rat(;1d power / kd Lo'conne of rock broken per month
compared to the 49,22 now calculated.
19
2. ."'~Fuel 'consumption previous 0,51 l/tonne
now 0,682 l/tonne
3. Based on a calorific value of 38 500 kJ/l (and not
36 538 kJ/l, as in the past) the heat generation
from diesel powered vehicles underground would
therefore be 24,42 MJ/ton. 'I'hisdifference in
calorific value can be attributed to the change in
diesel fuel type used.






figures can now be used in anyone of the
heatflou simulations programmes. Figures shown
literatul.'esurvey :materialcan now be updated.
Lndependent; heat load factors are shown in
Mining Method __ I ]c~ Heat / kTon Rock Broken/m
Cut and fill:r 64,03
v.rertcrater retreat . 22,02
Narrow reef 55,50
Oevelopment 55,50._-- .-




Due to the difficulty of simulating a 'rMMM project in a
heatflow project the factors as in the above r9sults





simulations layout is shown in Appendix GThe
The results are presented in a graph and
,..gainst virgin rock temperature on the one hand
on the other. Figures 1.4 - 1.6 show the






If more firm figures are available to predict / calculate
heat loads in the TMHM then they must be used. However,
global planning usually demands more rap~d results on the
total air and refrige'::'ationrequirements. It is for this
reason that these graphs were generated.
Practice indicate tha.t these figures are sufficiently
accurate in predicting heat loads.
The use of e·'.Gctrically powered equipment is proposed
from an environmental pullution point of view - on both
economical and pollution grounds. The heat released by
an elactrical motor is 10% of the duty from an ineffi~
ciency of the motor and the 90% useful work is released
as frictional heat. A Diesel engine is considered to
release 1/3 of its energy as heat in the exhaust, 1/3 in
heat transfer from the engine and radiator and 1/3 as
work done which is eventualy released as heat to the
environment. For an engine rated at R kW, the heat
released as per Gunderson (1989:262) lS:
21
Diesel R + 2R 3R and
Electric R + O,llR = 1,11R
The heat generation is therefore 3 times the heat from a
equivalent electric motor. However, the work done by
both machines is the same, even if this is converted to
heat, The surplus heat liberated by a diesel engine is
20 times that of an electric machine (2R/O,lR).
considering the cost of ::..kW of cooling equates to 0,7kW
of electrical power the cost of usLnq electrical
powered vehicles should be considered.
The Eecond part of this research document looks at the
effect of heat stress on the vehicle operatcr.
22
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rHeat and Other Stress Pactors em Machine Operators
J • PR91ItJI!M
'1'11e lloat qencrrrt Lon by diorc3el powored vehicles underground
has a Inajor Lmpact; on tl1e env i.ronmerrt., Z\.s discll8f3Cd in
chapcor- 1! thif1 generation ir:, tl1ree times tho :t'atod power
in theory.
It is necessary to calculate/investigate tho hoat stress to
which the opol'ator[~ of those vohLo Loc are exposed to. Ht':lat
stl'OSS can be defined as that frac;t:ion of hoat by which
coo l.Lnq power of tho air in 1.Q~':§!.th,m tho motai:lo-
\jonm:atod by t:110 human b()dy VJhilst porl:Ol:minq a
spocific task in specific ambient conditions. This addi-
specf.f Lc
lie heat;
tional stress on tho body results in un increaoo in tho
core temperaturo of \:11.0 Incumberrt . 'l'hio in turn can r(~sult
in a detoriora1.:ioIl 0:(; physi.oLoq.icaL and paychoLoqd.ceL
performance of tho driver.
'rhEi! heat (anergy) ba.l.ancc of tho human body (:(111 1;.0
uummari.aeu as i:()llaWfl vlith all paramet.ers exproauod an heat
qencrat.Lou pez un i.t body area (w/m2)
..
I
(MotnhoJ.Lc onezqy product.i.cn) minus (mechani.cn I worJ~,done)
minus (rospiratory hont exchanqc) minus (hent sternao in
tho body ) ,
Hlldiant~ heat; lOGG t· convecrtLvo neat; tl)f~n t· ovaporat.i vo heat;
lomj t conduct.i.vo hoat; lU~ju.
Is the ability of the air to accommodate the heat from
th(;1 ccol i.nq mechanism of the". hcdy ,
These fitJ.ctors have to date not been collated for veh icLee
operators
External factorr1 :
Efficiencies and tJroducti.vity of the diesel powert"ld
veh Lof.es as largely dependent on the calibre of
op.:?rator. However:, the performance of the operator again
is Lnf Lus.noed by O}~ternal factors impinging on his
physioJ.ogic..,1'! abili ties, which is further restrained by a
poor ch:gonomicalli designed cabin. 'rhe external factors
aan be classified a8:
Extrome va:r':i:J.tiol1f!l in the t(~mpor;:..turo spectarum,
'l'hi.f3 ::;,pec:t,t'um includes the natural wetbulb,
pBychromotric wetbulb, drybulb tenlperature, black
globe and (Ufferences between the wet and drybulb
temperatures.
Tho natural wetblllb temperature in this context
means t.he reacting obtained when a ~etbulb
thermometer is expoaed to the natural airflow over
the PJulb. On tho other hand, the psychrometric
wet.bulb temperature is taken when the wetbulb is
exposed to a wonstant airspeed of 4,0 m/s.
I
/,..-'
Drybult) t'!1mpl::!rat.ures which exceed :35 nC
policy deGinions on the wear of clothing oxtremoly
difficult. Temperatures above this level, increase







c~"oth:i.tl',l .i.nenHlf3Cfl tho coro
tompm.'llturo of: t.ho 0i>m:·atol':'.
I
rI







of between 38,1 - 45,6"C
mental performance occura ,
is an index of environmental
heat which ayrrchesizes drybulh temperature,
relative bumidity and air movement. High effective
temperatures also increases aggression of man
towards the systam.
Work done by Anderson (1989:76) show man I s higher
aggressive tendency towards the system during hot
summer conditions at surface level. It is expected
that this phenomi.nonwill also occur underground if
cool and hot conditions are compared. ACjgressionin
the form of mishandling the vehicle. Figure 2.1
show some data to proof this statement.
, -
,
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QUARTERLY & SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF
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The driver's cabin of the diesel powered vehicles
has an extr.emely poor ergonomic design. It plays a
major role in the drivers ability to handle and
control the vehicle effectively. These include:
Vision and visibility in the work situation
Illumination of the surroundings
Lack of radiant heat shielding or at least the
reduction of emissivity, as the vehicle wall
temperature in the driver's cabin is as high as
65°C.
seat design and associated spinal discomfort
Reduced motor function of the legs due to the
position of foot controls
Noise exposure due to a lack of attenuation
facilities (between 90 120 uSA equivalent
lovel).
Position of the cabin in relation to the
engine. The heat removed from the engine should
be discharged away from the driver.
Duration of the work period, the frequency of and
ltmgth of rest pauses has a marked impact on thi3
overall capabilities of the operators. Drivers
spend some 7 - 8 hours on the machine - sometimes







;,major role in all the
the lack ther(01ofin the
cabin affects the cooling power of the air.
Especialy when travelling.in the same direction as




rAcqj,_imat;i.:zationand general fitness Of the worker:
There has been no scientific evaluation of the vehicle
operators concerning heat stress. Classification has
been done based on their physical activity, by which they
are classed in the light work category (115,0 W/m2).
See the relation of these operators to that in the other












Building matt. PBC2_l_kS'ream leaders
Drain cleaning Vehicle operators ?








Tabl,.~ ___._.2~•• ,-=1~__ CJ,Clssification of lI)j.nillgtasks accordiruL!:Q.
metapc.·V,Q__.heat._~uctio.!L_for_....Y§~ in the, asse~_gnt_g..f.
beat, st1;;:css. :::"-~
No work haB been done on the external influences (ambient
conditions)
drivers.
impact on the classification af heat st~ess of
j
Impaired conccnta-at.i.on during work period and its
influenco on tho driver.
Acalimatisation of the existing conventional work category
people are done under conditions where the specific
'lcooling power af the air does not exceed 200W/m~.
The ~ffoct ot radiant heat is neglected and tho gap








of up to lOue are experienced by vehicle·operators.
is therefore necessary to evaluate the metdbolic work
rate and the specific cooling power of the ~ir in order to
determine the heat stress of the opez-atioz-s,
It is for tI1eabove reasons thi."ltsome research is required
into the heat; stress of operators of: diesel powered
vehicles. Figure 2.2 show the relation between
psychrometric vletbulb temperature, !'adi2:.~;or drybulb
temperature and windspeed to Lnd.Lcat;e·i.:.hed minishing
Lmpoz-cance . of this wetbulb temperature in not; dry
conditions. (stewart 1984:551).
Figures 2.2 to 2.4 have been included to show that the
relevant factors have an impact on the specific cooling








CEMINISHED IMPORTANCE OF WET8UL8
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moderate work(180 W/m"2),ta·tr,P·100KPa
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temperature (tpwb) and wind<;peedis shown in figure
This is true if the gap
and/or drybulb temperatures
entire picture changes if
increased.
the psychrometric wetbulb
between the tpwb and radiant
do noe exceed 2°C. The
the radiant temperature is
Figure 2~3
windspeed
cooling power f~om wetbulb temperature and
' ...,
WETBLILB .TEMP . Aj·~DWIND SPEFn REQU!R~
TO COMPENSATE FOR foJ~ELEVATiON IN














exists when this gap increases.
shows (figure 2.4) the required
wetbulb temperature with an increase in the said gap.
Basically this work needs to be duplicated for diesel
vehicle operators.
if
Figure 2.4 Wot,bulbtemperature and windspecd require,}





WETBULB· TEMP. AND WIND SPEED REQUI~1ED
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The research can be divided into three distinct sections
namely:-
Specific cooling power of air due to external
environmental factors
Heat stress analysis on factors in drivers cabin
stross due to noise exposur-e
Kielblock, J. (1988:01) states that no scientific work




vehicle operators. 'rhe impact of oxternal
(londjtions needs to be evaluated. The effect of
has not been taken into account in any of the
COMROI s studi~H3 concarnfnq operators.
Heat stress due to external environmental factors can be
evaluated in several ways. Chompusakdi (1980:41),
Stewart and ASHOSII (1974) have been cor-au l.tied and the
iollm-,ing combination Lndd catio tho heat strm1S and strain
lIlothodD available:-
1. Wet-bulb globe temperature (WBGT) Index. 'rhis
index number consists of a simple weighting of the"
globe 'Eemperature (tq), natural wetbulb temperature





sweat Rato (P4SR) Indnx
chompusakdd (1980) . P4SR
. ..
r.n~odicts total. Gweat Loas (litref:l) dur Lnq a four
hoi:1:' oxpoaure ,
3. Heat St::t'OBEi Index by Bolding and lIa'.::eh (l.!)~)rj) Ls
based on tho phYD:Lc:al analysin of heat oxchanCJo
between a hot body and tho ambient air. 'rho index
n~mbo~ describing the heat Gtress between a hot
holly and ella ambient air 1[3 El}~prOl~fjoc1 (H') a
pcrcontiaqe of ovuporut.Lve heat. Loas roqu.i.Y.'od for
heat; balance (Eroq) and tho muxi.mumcvapornt.Lvc
capacity (1':l1lax).
4. Effecti ve Temperature (E'I') was devised originally by
Houqhton and Yt1(Jlou Chompusakdi (1980) as a comfort
Scale. This scale is an empirical oansory index which
coahi.nes into a s Lnql.o value (E'l') th"" offocts of
tomporat:ure I humidi ty, and air movement. on the human
body. A der-i.v+tLve is the corrected effective
temperf;,turo incorporating Cjlobe te:rlperaturo.
other heat r:;;;rm1r::l indices include:
Relative strain (HS) Lndex
Referonce index (HI)
Wet globe temperature index (WG'I')
corrected effoetiv(l tomperature (CET)
Operative temperature (OT)
Combined heat; t.:;tr.'(:1£iG Index (HSICP)
Belding~Hai:ch heat; [ltnlGB index (HSIBI! & BC)
L.i.tel':'at1.lreon thoso 1..ndicm. nave been consu l.ced, with
specific reference to Kaman (1981:611) using effective





by ISO No. 7243temptjrature
!1!H32).
1... .lS th.orefore noconaary to calculate effective
to.nperacu:r:e, wotbulb gl.()be temp0l;'ature, spoc Lf Lc cooLi nq
pow(,r of tho ai.r I motnbol.i.cworh: rata and t:ho rosultant
heat stress of the drivers.





Heat streSG analysis on factors in the drivers cabin will
be added to the evaluation of ~J..Tldlfactors aa above
using data from the specific research and directives from
OSHASH (1974).
'rho neceaaary '"ork and research WiS done td: Western Areas
Gold Mining Company's 83 'l'MMM pro ject; ,
seven vehicles and operators where tested in fOUl:
diffex:t:lll; categories. A list of these is shown in the
table below and illustrated as figure 2.5.
'1'bo ,,'nitorinq ~oriod consisted of tw:> (2) days t,er
operator at aver'aqe '7\j hours per day continuous driving.
.. ..
41








2.3. OVJW.VIEW OF THEORETICAl. SOLUTION
The cost of the trackless mechanized mining vehicles is
high. The rapid and efficient use o~ these vehicles
plays an important, if not the most important part in the
economics of trackless mining.









capabilities - if possible. If not, detremental external
influences must be eliminated or limited to minimize the







entire spectrum of external
evaluated. It is necessary to
evaluated most of, if not all, the heat.stress indices
available. Comparison of these indices l''''stbe done to
determine the most efficient method of vontrolling this
unique and harsh environment.
A rE~design of
make it more
the operators cabin is necessary so as to
acce~table and reduce the aggravating
influence of radiant heat in this aree.
Listed in appendix 4 (page 94), are the formulae used to
the metabolic work rate, eff.ectof clothing to





temperature. The specii'i<.:cooling power of the air and
heat str.essfigures are also shown.
It is necessary to generate a computer progr€lm to
evaluate the heat stress indices as an ongoing project.




Determining the noise exposure of the operator and
decicting on the necessary controls required to reduce
noise is required. Tarter (1990:685) established that
high noise levels increases hypertension. Mean hearing
loss was 28,3 dBA amongst the black men and 45,3 dBA
amongst tbe white workers at thl';!4000 Hz frequency band.
Also 31,9% of the black men and 22,0% of the white men
had hypertension, defined as diastolic blood pressure
higher than gOmm HG and/or currently taking hypertensive
(
medication. Tbese tests were conducted in an automotive
assembly plant. Short term noise exposure in the 90 to
100 dSA range ill normotensive and hypertensive patients
has been to raise diastolic blood pressm::e7 to 12 %.,
This in turn influences the metabolic work rate and
stress index. As part of the proposed solut.ionto make
the machine more ergonomically acceptable to man
silencing of the exhaust system is zecommended ,
Hearing loss can t,hereforebe theoretically determined,
using the noise levels over the total exposure period. A
maximum of 85 dBA is allowed during an 8 hour period of
continuous exposure.
It is important t.o note that operators spend more than
seven to eight hours on these vehicles.
In order for operators to wo:r.kefficiently at the highest
productive rate, two types of controls are necessary
~dministrative controls such as:




Proper and regular medical




7;;i hour s11~.ft. l-l:ore
may result in a more alert
45
(d) Acclimatization of operators at temperatures
simulating real conditions.
(e) Encouragement of operators to drink water more
frequently and to avoid food with a high fat
content.
(a) A cool room for occupation during rest periods.
(b) Shielding operator from radiant heat.
(c)
(d)
Evaporative cooling in the cabin.





Silencing of exhaust parts.
Deflection of engine heat from cabin.
Heat stress analysis as a matter of rm.l:.:ineand the
reduction of Clxternal environment condit' oris maJdng
an impact on the operator.
46
..
NOTE that an explanation of the heat generated in the
drivers cabin is necessary at this point •
Heat content of the drivers cabin can be devided into
q cabin = ql + q2 - q3
Where ql is heat from engine impinging on conditions
. .?~n the cabln, W/m' .
.q2 is heat; generated by the driver, W/m2





Heat is the ~0mbination of the radiant and
conductive heat transfer mechanisms as major drivin~ forces,
with convective and evaporative heat transfers as minor
sou~ces or sinks
Thesl) heat; sources and hee+ sinks are exp Lained Lr, appendix K
(::;.age H,9) •
.2 •• " J'RACTJ_Cl\L EVAT...UATION MID RESULTS.
Base C::~:;;c
In order to conduct, a comparati vo sturly, the Lncumocnt.e"
r~E'rABOLIC NORK HATE T ~re tl.:':!stedin ambient condi,tions D..0:t.
conducive to heat stress.
The test was carried out aboYe ground in a closed room with
temperatures of 24,0/26,5/.,;6,5 °c for temperature wet bulb,
temperature dry bulb and temperature rad.i..ant.respectively.
48
.1
The operators were tested for heart rate and oral
tempc:1r,";lturo DE.lforc," be i.nq exposed to a worll: rate of 54 I 70
and 100 wat.t . 'l'his was achieved by allowing the subjects
t.o do at.epp i.nq ox(~rcises ut a specific rate s i.muLat.Lnq
the above work rates.






measurements and subsequent; calculations of relat ..ive fat.
'1'ho ratio ()L height 1:0 body mass wu.s taken to ce l cu l atie
2
th(.~ +otia 1 body <.u·ea in m •
Heart. rates Wt:1:re taken to det,orlldl1t! VO.,max which is
c.
che maxi.mumoxygen upt.ake and the metabolic work rate.
Q!t~i:tQ ..,,~~t.~n(1.
'I'W() spcC!:i.f.ie :JetEl of moamn:Olucmto r')i~ro naken t() determine
the heat stt'CSf3 IndE.m:
PJl:l~~,i.~~1.Qgj,.mlL.t1arll.l!1~~§};:§.
Po:ttahle heart rate monitors ('l'ype Oxford Modilo9
uGing
dat;a
were UE10d to monitor the operatc)rG over ·tho
tlh.ii't. Also taken waD t;.110 skin tmilporature
a thormi.st:Jr and .lQ(:mil1t1 t.ho dana on a GR~'t'.
logger ('l'ype Squirrel No 8216). 'l'he[:;o
MRJ.5)
full
tnstrumont!;1 ar-c shown in figurC:l ~l,(3 •
B!lYir~~ml!l§PJ~K~l*nqr,.t1lJ\(:.tc9.:t:~::.
Tho parameters nocossary to dotermino tho various
hoat stross indicos wore takan over the same
pori oo .
(1.9H2).
'1'ho Lnetirunenns uaed conformed to ISO '1243
Grant data loq~!Ur['l ('l'ypo Squirrol Ser No.
il:~!.'l and B21!}') tvero u:~n<ito oelLaco tho uocoaeary
i.nt'or-ma'tLcn ,
ti.quco ~~.(,.











An example of the results is attached as per Appendix I
(page 108). '!'!1esame format was used to E?~!31uateall the
drivers. The oJ:leratorsare exposed to hea'::u.S per table
:L2. These are average figures. Howave r , during
certain periods as seen in thG figu;ce 2.7 series -
conditions change and the SCPA drops to figures below 180
W/m2. Again SCPA being the specific cooling power of
the air rE?quired for cooling the metabolic heat
generated •
.~L~=_~__LJ W~ljgg ili__.._. JiL_
~g_bl.!L_ 2.~ __"_-__ _Ay.er~g~><..__g~~.'!:1:!:9 __ _Qf_" __ct~ive~'Sl__ :1;o_1;he.
gnvtrQDm~nj;
The above r0sults ~lere obtained using the formulae in
Appendix H (page 94)
Appendix J (page 114).
aftl'ilt"Kaman and aummar i.ued in
'I'he work was checked uf:>inq the ISO '7~~43 and formulae by . ...
Stewart (Appondix H). NIOSH recommendation and formulae
forms part of +hi8 appendix.
Hoat rojection by the vehicle engine influencing the
wetbulb globe tem[.lcrature (WBG'l')in t.he tid VE)rG cab i.n
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TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS DRIVERS
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68 FIG 2.7 0
Cabin and seat design need to be evaluated in
fut.ure research wo rk to improve on the comfort and
productivity of 'che workor , Figure 2.8 show some of:
these deficiencies.
the gap between the drivezs I s knees and the
vehicle wall is in some cases is only 50 mm. This
creates extreme discomfort and scnrching of the
skin, as the wall temperature of the cabin reaches
temperatures as high as 65 a centigrade.
the angle of posture of t.hefeet in relation to
the footpedals is acute. Unnecessary due exertion
is placed on the motorial function of the upper leg
and lower back when operating the footpedals. This
can be overcome by moving the pedal section by some
150 rom towards the engine compartment. This '.'iill
improve the action requir,-adto operate the corrt.ro La
by making use of a foot-lowerleg motion.
, .
Noise exposure expressed in Leq or equivalent dose is
shown Lr, the table 2.4 below. 'l'he analysis was done




gt _~__Type 2 1 11511011098
operator Veh~cle Type Leq
Table 2.4 - Equivalent nQise levels d~ivers
69







The problems encountered were not insurmountable. 'Iihe
necessity of evaluating these opexa+ozs in the field is
of paramount importance in order to determine an
equivalent WBGT and Heat Stress. The ambient temperature
ranged frow 26,5/33,5 "C to 32,5/40,5 "C for the
psychrometric wet and dry bulb temperatures. Tramming /
trucking routes spanned several kilom'S'ters.The vehicles
negotiated difficult terrain and the heat generation by
the machine varied considerably.
2.5 DISCUSSION
It was necessary to complete this investigation into the
heat stress and other detrimental factors imposed on the
diesel powered vehicle operators in a deep, hot mine.
One of the points not discussed in detail in the
aforegoing proceedings are the engineering controls that
can be introduced. preliminary test, using micro climate
cooling in the form of an airconditioned air jacket, show
promising results. Figure 2.9 and 2.10 show the results
obtained from the initial tests.
It is ::ecessary to introduce some controls in the cabin
even though the metabolic work rate indicate raoderate
energy levels.
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MICRO CLIMATE COOLING TRAILS LHD
COMPARISON OF CERTAIN PARMETERS
COOLI(\~~ CONDITION
WET-aULB iEMPERATURE C HEART RATE bpm

















o ~O 100 150 21)0
TIME AFTJ;;R BEGINNING OF SHIFT
PERsor \L AIR CONDITIONER FITTLL-
r : FIG 2.10
It is necessarv to introduce shielding between the driver
and the engine a_~ cooling system. The channeling of air
from the engine compm-t.ment; is recommended.
'rhis will allow the I ~ompartment:to operate under negative
pressure conditions with airflow from the cabin to the
engine compartment and not visa vcr-sa .
Attenuation of the exhaust porto l:1i11also reduce stress
factors to
inst:allation
which operators are exposed by the
of a silencer cum diesel particulate filter
on the exhaust.
Equivalent noise Level.s as measured (913- 115 dBA) far
exceed the maximum of 85 dDA for an eight hour shift. It
is necessary to ergonomically design a ear attenuator for
the Use of the driver. If not accepted by the operator,
the design is of no value especially under hot humid
conditions.
. ...
It will be necessary to acclimatise opez-atiors for work.
'1'heproblem however lies in the specific parameters
omployed to aec li.matid se thCldriver.
I
~
In Trackless Mining, tho specific cooling power of the
~ ~air (at lBO w/m~ +- 10 w/m~ ruther than tho
specific airspeed (of 0,4 m/e), wetbulb temperature (of
:n , !j n C) and drybulb temporuture (equal 'Cotwb + ,:" c :i •• ~.
12,5·C), 18 a more accurate indicator of the hont otros8
of tho vohiclo oporator.
'/4
rIf shielding of the body radiant heat cannot be done
effectively, the issue of competent he-at shielding
overalls must be considered. This is necessary as the
radiant heat exceeds the critical




The diesel powered vehicle operators are to be classed in
.) ')
the moderate work rate of >115 W/m~ ~lBO W/m&.
- -\jo
Performance lmder vacy.ing envi.]:"onmentalconditions
Heat influences the performance of the (iriver. Evaluating
drivezs operating under' higher temperatures than 300 C
wetb\.11b,the following was observed and aze also shown in
figure 2.11
The heart rate of operators working under cooler ambient
conditions «30 0 C) - also c.lled Mine A - has a higher
relative heart rate 'I..~lantheir co•.mterparts working in
higher temperatures at the same metabolic workrate on Mine
B.
The hypothesis is that the workers in mine B have a
higner degree of fitness than those working in mine A.
'lheirwork capacity has increased due to acclimatization,
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'rhe operat.ingcosts at these machines were also taken into
account. The mining la'1"C'~forboth mines is basically
the same. However, the cost figures vary as follows
I _t:~hq5-u:~~z.::iO~~:::t~~:
.~,7 & 18,7 85 & 82 _ 1150,8& 99,1
LBD & DUMPTRUCK
Figures on the left-hand side of each column represents the
performance
DUIilptrucks.
of the LHD's and the other that of the
HOY/lever,operating cost variance cannot only be attributed
to ambient cond i,tions. 'rhestatement can be made that in
view of figure 2.1 (page 30) it can be economically viable
to perform ergonomic dea i.qn .improvements on the drivers
cabin.
Two graphs (figure 2.12 & 2.13) were drawn to test.the
operators aganst the NIOSH recommended standard. This
standard indicates naxf.mum time exposur-e limits for workers
operating at specific metabolic workrates at a specified
wetbulb globe temperature.





tested cover the entire work spectrum. With
driver s, tor Lnacance , workrute range bet\V'een
')W/m'"'and they are exposed t:o a WBG'rof l
and 34 o c. In consultation with the
standard, as per t Lqur-e 18, thesl~dl."ivers may not work for
a period ranging more than between 50 and 1.0 minutes per
hour before taking a 30 minute rest period !
the
two figures indicate that work
influence ot the ambient
i~ required to roduco
conditions and tho
'rhese










WETBULB GLOBE TEMPERATURE -
DRIVERS AS PER N!OSH EXPOSURES LIMITS
WETBULB GLOBE TEMPERATURE C
j , 1 [ j ,., [' r f ,Ir t- .,...-,-,-,.rT IT 1-,
6070809010~1~2~Srn4m5~6m7m8a9~O~1~~~a~4~5~6~7~8~9~OW1m20
METABOliC WORI< RATE (W/m'~)
VEH.TYPE&NIOSH L.IMIT
C;', J LHD TYPE 2
- REL 60mln/h
_ LHD TYPE 1
--- AEL 45 min/h
- REL SO mtn/h
CEILING LIMIT
REL ..RECOMMENDED EXPOSURE LIMIT
EXPRESSED IN WORK MINUTES I HOUR OF






WETBULB GLOBE TEMPERATURE -
DRIVERS AS PER NIOSH EXPOSURES LIMITS
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- REL 45 minih
-- REL 30 mln/h
,....;.;..CEILING LIMIT
. I
REL = REOOMMENDED EXPOSURE LIMIT
EXPRESSED IN WORK MINUTES I HOUR OF
WORK PERMISSIBLE 80 FIG 2.13
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WESTERN AREAS GOLD MINING COMPANY L.T.D.
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TENP.AIR: 28.00 C 35.00 :1iIACKLESS HWIANIStD MINING HETIIODS • file name: VPER58L APPE
BAR ('nESS: 100.15 kPa :Note : date: 1-9-90 (VEil
kWrated 144.00 kW :----.
Power 133.60 (derated) : AT :shift luration efective at work:
:WESTERN ,\REI\S GOl.D MINING COMPANYLIMITED :sl m shift one ~ morning shift c 6 hrs
:PERIOD : MARCil 1988 - FEBIWARY 1990 lsfl " blasting time plus re entry" 3 hrs
~ :52 ~ shift two 3 morning shift a 5 hr-s
:-------.,----_ •..-- ..------------------ ..-..---------. --------------------------- •.,-------------------------:53 g shift three ~ morning shift" 6 hrs
:MACII.rm : 11-11481) NACHIIIE PEflFORMMICE fue l consumption Ion 51, s3 2 hrs are lost for preparat ton/shtf:~_M __ ~M~~ __ ri~N_~ __ M~_~_~ __ ~ ~ ~M d ~ •• __ ~ ~ ~ " __ ~~ __ M ~ ~ __ ., ~ ~ ~ ~~~~_~ ~ ~_
: MotlTll :: OPEil tlll3 :FUEl. CONS:util 51 : ut il s2: util s3 :1/kW/h sl:l/kH/h s2:l/kW/h s3: kHtl st :kHh s2 :kHh s3 :kWh/kWdr sl :kWh/kWdr s2 :kWh/
:"' ..,~.~, ",,,..,- .. ,,.~ _ _ .._ - - ~,"".. ---"" .. " -." '" ..--_ -- -- "" - _ __ .._---_ ---_ _ _-_ _-_ _ _ - -- _ - _ -.,.-- _ ~ ...
:MRClIllll .. l!l3.00 : 1746.00 : 6<1.59 : 53.82 : fill. 59 : 0.202 0.243 : 0.202 : 102.15 : 122.59 : 102.15 : 0.76 : 0.92 :
:APR ea .. 102.00 1686.00 64.24 : 53.53 64.24 : 0.196 : 0.236 : 0.196 : 99.19 : 119.02 : 99.19 : 0.74 : 0.89 :
:HAY 811 .. 262.00 : 1969.00 : 92.47 //.06 : 92.41 0.159 : 0.191 0.159 80.47 96.56 : 30.47 O.GO : 0.72:JUN se .. <'71.00 2320.00 : 95.65 : 79.71 : 95.65 : 0.182 ; 0.21B : O.Wi! : 91.66 : 109.99 : 91.66 : 0.69 : (1.82 :
:,!UI. se .. :i2H.IlO 2375.00 : 115.76 : 96.47 : 115.76 : 0.154 : 0.184 : 0.154 : 'n.53 : 93.03 : 77 .53 : 0.53 : 0.70 ::AUG 88 .. 347.GO 3B48.00 122.47 102.06 122.41 . 0.235 0.2112 : 0.235 : 118.13 : 142.48 : He.73 : 0.89 : 1.07
:SEPT as .. lI.l4.()O 2134.00 : 64.94 : 54.12 : 64.94 : 0.246 : 0.295 : 0.246 : 124,18 : 149.01 : 12~.18 : 0.93 : 1.12 :
,n :OCT 1113 .. 249.()0 1729.00 81.88 : 13.24 : 87.88 : 0.147 0.177 : 0.147 74.35 : 89.22 : 14.35 : 0.56 : 0.67 :
(J) :HOV 88 .. 256.(10 3ll9.00 : 90.35 : 75.29 : 90.35 : 0.258 : 0.310 : 0.258 : 130.45 : 156.54 : 130.45 : 0.98 : 1.17 :
:UEC 88 .. 123.(10 : 1992.00 : 43.41 : 36.1B : 43.41 : 0.343 : 0.412 : 0.343 173.40 : ?08.08 : 173.40 : 1.3Q 1.56 ::Jr,N89 ", O.CO : 0.00 : 0.00 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 :
:FF.B 09 .. : : . :.
:MRCII 89 .. T 2385.00 :229W.OO !l4t.75 701.41' 841. 76 : 2.124 : 2.548 : 2.124 : 1072.10 : 12136.52 : 1072.10 : 8.02 : 9.63












utilization is taken as total hours operat tnq split over the three shifts on a ratio basis




28.00 C 35.00 :TRACKlESS NECHAlHSED MINIIlG METHODS
100.!5 kPa :Note :
144.00 kW : : -------
133.60 (derated) : AT :shift duratiori efective at work;
:HESTmri AREAS GOLD MINHIG COf1PANY LIMIT£!) :sl • shift cse • morning shift ~ 6 hrs
:PERIOD : MARCU 1988 - FEBRUARY 1990 :sB ..blastin,J ti~ plus re entry. 3 hrs
: :s2 a shift two = morning shift. 5 hrs:---------,.------------------------------ .-------------"--------,,---------------------------------------:53 " shift tnree « morning shift .. 6 hrs





















































24l6.11 : 2899.36 :
142.05: 170.45:
280.00 : 3682.00: 98.82: 82.35:
250.00 : 2381.00: 88.24 73.53 :
281.00 : 2t.99.00: 99.18: 82.65:
318.00 4796.00: 112.24: 93.53:
339.00 : 4403.uO: 119.6~: 99.71:
363.00 : 5093.00 129.88: 108.24:
245.00 : 3316.00: 86.47: 72.06:
372.00 : 4112.00: 131.29: 109.41
252.00 ; 4706.00: 88.94: 74.12:
341.00 5,09.00 120.35: 100.29:
256.00 : 3487.00: 90.35: 75.29:
180.00 : 2472.00: 63.53: 52.94:
155.00 : 1332.00: 54.71 45.59 :
139.00 : 1223.00: 49.06: 40.88:
208.00 : 2641.00 73.41 61.18 :
237.00 : 3878.00: 83.65: 69.71:
269.00 : 3091.00: 94.94: /9.12:
250.00 5075.00: 8B.2~ 73.53 :
4460.00 :60094.00 : 1574.12 : 1311.76














































































































































utilization is taken as total hours operat lnq split over the three shifts on a ratio basis
fuel consunpt ion expressed at derat ion due to ambient cond it ions •
87
:ItI\CII.11O :
2B.00 C 35.00: TRACKLESS11ECHANISED MININGMETHODS
100.15 kPa :IMe :
144.00 kll : .~-..--
133.60 (derated) : AT :Sllitt duration ef'ect ive at work:
:WESrERN AftEAS GOLD MIllING COMPAfiY llMlTfD :51 m shift one .. morning shift ~ 6 firs
:PERIOD : MARCH 1988 - FEBRUARY 1990 :sB ~ blasting time plus re entry - :1 hrs
: :52 ea shift two a morning shift = 5 hrs











~UR~_~ ~ ~ "_~__~M ~ ~ ~__.. .M'~h • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ••~~ _
: MONTI! :: OPER flRS :FUEL COIIS:util sl : util s2: util53 :J/kW/h sl:l/kW/h 52:1/kW/h 53: kHh 51 :kWh 52 :kWh 53 :kWh/kWdr sl :kWh/kWdr 52 :kWh/k
:If.lCH sa .. 237.00 : 923.00 : 83.65 : 69.71 : 83.65 : 0.251 : 0 0.251 : 41. 70 : 50.04 : 41. 70 : 0.95 : 1.14 :
:APR 88 .. 97.00 : 809.00 : 34.24 l 213.53 : 34.24 : 0.537 : O.u·>1 : 0.537 : 139,30 : 107.16 : 89.30 : 2.03 : :~.44 ~
:MAY 88 .. 229.00 : 706.00 : BO.32 : 67.35 : 80.82 : 0.199 : 0.238 : 0.19!J : 33.01 : 39.61 : 33.01 : 0.75 : 0.90 :
:Jutl88 .. 325.00 : 1024.00 : 114.71 : 95.59 : 114.71 : 0.203 : 0.243 : 0.203 ~ 3:;.74 : 40.4B : 33.74 : 0.77 : 0.92 :
:JU, 88 .. 210.00 : 743.00 : 74.12 : 61. 76 : 74.12 : 0.228 : 0.~73 : 0.228 : 37.88 : 45.46 : 37.88 : 0.86 : 1.03 :
:AUG 83 .. 2B7.00 : 1830.00 : 101.29 : 114.41 101. 29 : 0.411 : 0.493 : 0.411 : 68.27 : 81.92 : 68.27 : 1.55 : 1.86 :
:SEPT 88 .. 223.00 : 1050.00 : 78.71 : 65.59 : 78.71 : 0.303 : 0.364 : 0.303 : 50.41 : 60.50 : 50.41 : 1,15 : 1.37 :.cct 8B .. 182.00 : 838.00 : 64.24 : 53.53 : 64.24 : 0.296 : 0.356 : 0.296 : 49.30 : 59.15 : 49.30 : 1.12 : 1.34 :
:NOV ss .. 3n~.OO : 1110.00 : 106.94 : 89.12 : 106.94 • 0.2.'J6 : 0.283 : 0.236 : 39.22 : 47.07 : 39.22 : 0.89 : 1.07 :
IDEe 8B .. 33G.uu : 1251.00 : 117.88 : 98.24 : 117.88 0.241 : 0.289 : 0.241 : 40.10 : 48.12 : 40.10 : 0.91 : 1.09 :
L :JAN 89 .. 252.00 : 613.00 : 88.94 : 74.12 : 88.94 0.157 : 0.188 : 0.157 : 26.05 : 31. 25 : 26.05 : 0.59 : 0.71 :
:F£B 89 .. 197.00 : 480.00 : 69.53 : 51.94 : 69.53 0.157 : 0.188 : 0.157 : 26.09 : 31.31 : 26.09 : 0.59 : 0.71 :
:MRCH 89 .. ,03.00 : 624.00 : 71.65 : 59.71 : 71.65 0.198 : 0.238 : 0.198 : 32.91 : 39.49 : 32.91 : 0.75 : 0.90 :
:APR 89 .. 75.00 : 331 00 : 26.47 : 22.06 : 26.47 0.2B'1 : 0.341 : 0.284 : 47.25 : 56.70 : 47.25 : 1.07 : 1.29 :
:ltI\y 89 .. 160.00 : 1186 DO : 56.47 ~ 47.06 : 56.47 0.477 : 0.573 : 0.477 : 79.37 : 95.24 : 79.37 : 1.80 : 2.16 :
:JUN 89 .. 112.00 : 795.00 : 60.71 : 50.59 : 60.71 0.298 : 0.357 : 0.29B : 49.49 : 59.39 : 49.49 : 1.12 : 1.35 :
:JUL 89 .. 288.00 : 948.00 : 101.65 : 84.71 : 101.65 0.212 : 0.254 : 0.212 35.24 : 42.29 : 35.24 : 0.80 : 0.96 :
:AUG 89 .. 279.00 : 101\7.00 : 98.47 : 82.06 : 98.47 0.242 : 0.290 : 0.242 : 40.18 : 48.22 : 40.18 : 0.91 LI0 :
:SEPT B9 .. T 4053.00 :16308.00 : 1430.47 : 1192.06 : 1430.47 4.929 : 5.914 : 4.929 : 819 51 ; 983.41 : 819.51 : 18.63 : 22.35 ::ocr 89 .. A 225.17 : 906.00 : 79.47 : 66.23 : 79.41 0.274 : 0.329 : ().274 : 45.53 : 54.63 : 45.53 : 1.03 : 1.24 :




:utilization is taken 'IS total hours operating split over the three shifts on a ratio basis





--- ________ ~ __ ._M ___ W __ ~ __________ M __ ~ _________________ M ________ ~ ________________________ ~. ____________________________________________ ~ _______________ ~ _____ ~ ____ ~~ __ •
TEMP.AIR : 2B.00 C 35.00 :TRACKLESS MECHANISED MINItlGMETHODS file name: VPEI158L APP~N!BAR PRESS: 100.15 kPa :Note : date: 1-9-90 (VEHPI
krirated 144.00 kW ; :--- ..._ .....Power 133.60 (derated) AT :shift duration efective at work :
:WESTERrl AREAS GOLD MUIING COMPANY LIMITED :sl n shift one a morning shift" 6 hrs
:PEliIOD: MARCH 1t38 - FE8RUARY 1~90 :sB " blastin(ltime plus re entry ..3 hrs:52 ~ shift two = morning shift ~ 5 hrs
: : __________________ .. ______________________ c. _____ ,. ________ c. _________________________________________ ----:53 ~ shift three - morning shift m 6 hrs
:flACILNO : :lW1454 MACllItlEPERFORMANCE fuel consuaption Ion st. 53 2 hrs are lest fer preparet toa/shtf't~.~~_A ____ MH~ ______ ••_______ ~ ____________________ • ________________ "~ ___________________________ ~ ________________ ~~~ ___ h __ M _____________ ~M ______ "M ____ ~~ _____________ MM.
: MONTII .. opm liRS :FUEI.CONS:util 51 : ut il .2 : uti 1 s3 :l/kW/h 51:I/kW!h s2:1!kW/h 53: kWh 51 :kWh 52 :kWh s3 :kWh/kWdr s1 :ltWh/kWdrs2 :kWh/kl:~ ____ ~ __ ~ _______ ~_. ____ • _________ ~ __________ ••________ • _________ ••MR _____________________________________________ ~ ___________ ~ _______ ~ ______ ~~_~ ______________ b ______ MM.
:MRCIf 88 .. 0.00 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : D.DD : ERfl: ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR ::APR 88 .. 0.01): 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR ERR : ERR ::MAY 88 .. 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : ERR : ERR : FRR : ERR : EflR ERR: ERR ERR ::JIJN8B .. 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : ERR : ERfl: ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR:JUL BS .. 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : ERR ERR : ERR ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR :
:AUG aq .. 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : o.or : ERR: ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERP : tRR : ERR ::SEPT SB .. 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : ERR ERR ERR : ERR : F.RR: EI1R: ERR ERR ::OCT 08 .. 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 0.00 : ERR: EIlR: £Ril: ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR : ERR ::NOV 88 .. 125.00 : 1542.00 : 44.12 : 36.76 : 44.12 : 0.263 : 0.315 : 0.263 : 132.08 : 158.50 : 132.08 : 0.99 1.19 :
:UEe 88 .. 255.00 : 2315.00 : 90.00 : 75.00 : 90.00 0.193 : 0.232 : 0.193 : 97.20 : 116.64 97.20 : 0.73 0.88 ::JAN 89 .. 82.00 : 542.00 : 28.94 : 24.1~ : 28.94 : 0.141 : 0.169 : 0.141 : 70.77 : 84.92 : 70.77 : 0.53 0.64 :
:FEB B9 .. 143.00 : 1254.00 : 50.47 : 42.06 : 50.47 : 0.187 : 0.224 : 0.187 : 93.89 : 112.67 : 93.89 : 0.71 0.85 ::MRCII89 .. 250.00 : 1891.00 : Bll.24: 73.53 : 88.24 : 0.161 : 0.193 : 0.161 80.99 : 97.18 80.99 : 0.61 0.73 :
:APR 89 .. 191.00 : 1123.00 : 67.41 : 56.18 : 67.41 : 0.125 : 0.150 : 0.125 : 62.95 : 75.54 62.95 : 0.47 0.57 ::MAY B9 .. 264.00 : 953.00 : 93.18 : 77.65 : 93.18 : 0.077 : 0.092 . 0.077 : 38.65 : 46.38 : 3B.65 : 0.29 0.35 ::JIJN89 .. 267.00 l 1797.00 : 911.24 : 78.53 : 94.24 : 0.143 : 0.172 : 0.143 : 72.06 : 86.47 : 72.05 : 0.54 0.65 ::JUL 89 .. 283.00 : 2987.00 : 99.88 : 83.24 : 99.88 : 0.225 : 0.270 : 0.225 : 113.01 : 135.61 : 113.01 . 0.85 1.02
:AUG 89 .. 311.00 : 1904.00 : 109.76 : 91.47 : 109./6 : 0.130 : 0.157 : 0.130 : 65.55 : 78.66 65.55 : 0.49 : 0.59 :
:SEPT 89 .. 333.00 : 2332.00 : 117.53 : 97.94 : 117.53 : 0.149 : 0.179 : 0.14!l: 74.98 : 89.9B : 74.98 : 0.56 : 0.68 1
:OCT 89 .. 324.00 : 2063.00 : 114.35 : 95.29 : 114.35 : 1l.136 0.163 : 0.136 : 611.17: 81.81 6E:.17: 0.51 : 0.62 ::HOV 89 .. 285.00 : 2197.00 : 100.59 : 83.B2 : 100.59 : 0.164 : 0.197 0.164 : 82.54 : 99.04 : 8:~.54 : 0.52 . 0.74 .
:DEe 89 .. 240.00 : 2232.00 : 84.71 : 70.59 84,71 : 0.19B : 0.23B : 0.198 : 99.57 : 119.49 9fl.57 0.75 : 0.90 ::,lAN90 .. 208.00 : 2664.00 : 73.41 : 61.18 : 73.41 . 0.273 : 0.327 : 0.273 : 137.13 : 164.56 : 13j'.13: 1.03 : 1.24 :.








TEMP.AIR: 28.00 C 35.00 :TPAr.KLESS HEC:1ANISEO MINING METHODS file nail.,,', VPER58L APPE
BAR Pf\ESS: ~.OO.l~ kPa :Note : date : 1~9-91) (VEil
kHrated 144.00 kW :~------
Power 133.60 (derated) : AT :shlft duration efect ive at work'
:WESTf.RN AREASGOLD MINING COMPANYLIMITED :,1 • shift one = morning shift ~ 0 hrs
:PERIOD : ~~CH 1988 - FEBRUARY1990 :sB m blasting time plus Ie ent.ry • 3 hrs
: "52 ~ shift two ~ morning sh if t > 5 hrs
: •• -------- .. - ._- - ------.---------------- ------- •• • 6 : 53 • sh 1ft three • llIorn Ing sh ift • 6 hrs
:fIACH.UO : [1A 1040 MACHIflE PERfORMANCE fuel consumption : Ion s1,53 looses 2 hrs and no drill. takes p la
:~~~ A~ ~_._~_~ ~ ~ ~ __ M •• __ ~ ~ ~ •• __ • ~ ~ ~~~_~ ~ ~* ~ _
: MONrH :: OPEll HRS :FUEL CDrIS:util sl : util 52: util s3 :1/kW/h sl:J/kW/11 s2:1/ItW/h 53: ',Wh s1 :kilhs2 :kWh s3 :kWh/kWdr 51 :kWh/kWtil 52 :kW.,f~ ••__ ~_M ••M~~ ~ • ~ W ~N __ ~_~_~ ~ ~_~ __ • ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ • ,
:HRCII US .. 119.00 : 332.00 : 64.91 : 0.00 : 54.09 : 0.111 : ERR: 0.133 : 29.81 : ERR : 29.87 : 0.65 : ERR :
:APR ll8 .. 99.00 : 180.00 : 34.94 : 0.00 : 34.94 : 0.112 : ERR: 0.112 • 30.09 : ERR : 25.07 : 0.65 : ERR :
:M/IV 80 .. 7J.00 : 182.00 : 25.76 : 0.00 : 25.76 : 0.154 l ERR: 0.154 : 41.25 : E~R : 34.38 : 0.90 : ERR :
:JUN 88 .. 89.00 : 279.00 : 31.41 : 0.00 : 31.41 : 3.193 : ERR: ".193 : ~L07 : ERR : 43.23 : 1.13 : ERR :
:JUL 88 .. lle.OO : 230.00 : 40.94 : 0.00 : '1n.9~ : 0.122 : ERIl : '::,H'2 : 32.81 : EIlR : 27.34 : 0.71 : ERR :
:AUG 88 .. 73.00 : 644.00 ; 25.76 : 0.00 : 25.76 : 0.543 : ERR : 0.543 : 145.98 : ERR : 121.65 : 3.17 : ERR::sm 8S .. 131.00 : 463.00 : 46.24 : 0.00 : 46.24 : 0.220 : ERR: 0.220 : 59.11 : EnR: 49.26 : 1..9 ~ ERR:
:OCT 88 .. 12B.0f! : 316.00 : 45.18 : 0.00 : 45.18 : 0.152 : ERR : 0.152 : 40.85 : ERR : 34.04 : 0.89 : ERR •
:NOV88 .. 194.00 : 26Lllu : 68.47 : 0.00 : 68.47 : 0.083 : ERR : 0.083 : 22.26 : ERR : 18.55 : 0.48 : ErlR :
:OEC 88 .. 159.00 : 428.(!Z! : 59.6~ : 0.00 : 59.65 : 0.156 : ERP. : 0.156 : 41.91 : ERR : 34.92 : 0.91 : ERR:
:JAN 89 .. 140.00 : :166.00 : 49,41 : 0.00 : 49.'11 : 0.161 : ERR: 0.161 : 43.26 : ERR : 36.05 : 0.94 : Ellil :
:rEB 89 .. 130.00 : 428.00 : 45.S:; : 0.00 : 45.88 : 0.203 : ERR: 0.201 : 54.48 : ERR : 45.40 : 1.18 : ERP :
:HIlCH 89 .. T 119J.00 : 3320.00 : 443.{.' 0.00 : 432.44 : 1.846 : ERR: U)6J: 496.00 : ERR : 418.31 : 10.78 : ERR:



















: HAt'I. tlO :
TErlP.AlI\: 20.0!) C 3:;.00 :TRACKlESS flEGWINISm MIrmG fIETHO[)S • file n~me: IJPf:R5Bl AlII
BAil PllfS~: 100.15 kJla :flotc : date: 1-9-1l(J (VI
kWrcltetl 144.00 kW : :------ ..
POtier 133.60 (derated) : AT :shift durat Ion ef'ect Ive at work:
:WESWUItUlf:AS GOUl/WiltIG COMPAIIYlIMITED :sl c shift one .. mol'ning shift " f) hrs
:PERIOlJ : WIllen 198B .. FEBflUflft'l 1990 :s[l es blasting time plus ro cntl'y .. 3 hi's
: :s2 ~ shift two", mrrnlnq shift ~ 5 hrs
:. "--, ......---- ..... ---,.-- ......... - ......... --- ....--- .. , ..-- ..-- ..,- .......,....- ..---- ..--,' ...- ....-'.-- .....,"-" •. , ..- ...... " .."_., ....•• ....-·:53 ~ shift three C Ir,(ll'ning shift" (i III's
:other's t"I\C/lIli!: PEIlfOlIIMlICE fuo 1 ccnsunpt ion : ilEAl
:kW)I/kWdl' s1 :kWI',fkWdr 52 :klit: l1i)rnll : : Olt[l lias :fUEL CONS:ut II ~ll : ut il 52: ut i1 53 : l/kW/h sl: l/kW/i1 s2: l/kW/h 53: kWh 51 :kHIl,;2 : kWh 53
: ~,.. "' •••• ~ ~ ,-, _'''' '" a .. ~, "'.,. _ •• '" "' _ ~,,,,,, ~"_;. ' .-, .,..... H" _ '" _ _ _ ',.. "'<~" n_ .. _· .,. " _. "' ~ .. "' ". 0 _ Q "". •..•"' M '"
:MflCII tlll .. :l/ll.no : 31]6.00 : 133.41 : 111.1B 133.41 0.014 : 0.016 : 0.014 : 10.93 : 10.93 : 10.91 : 0.05 : e.os :
:/IPR UtI .. 4llB.OO : !i59.00 : 17t.?4 : 143.53 172. 2~ 0.021 : 0.025 : 0.021 : 12.26 : 1:!.21i : 12.26 : 0.08 . D.DiJ :
:MAY 1m .. 4:13.00 : 10'11.00 : l!I(.lJ? : m.35 m.02 0.043 : 0.052 : 0.043 : 25.~4 : 25.14 : 25.14 : 0.16 o.ie :
:.!UN on .. (l14.00 : !H2.00 : (02.59 ; l61J.El2 202. ~i9 0.029 : 0.C34 : 0.029 : 17.01 : 17.01 ~ 17.01 : 0.11 0.11 :
:,lUI. on .. fiOO.OO : 2200.()O : au.zs : 1/6.41 211.76 0.0[16 : 0.079 : O.Ofifi : 3!1.2G : :10.2G : 39.25 : 0.25 O.?:\ :
:1\11(, 1J[j .. 46'.;.00 : 1112.00 : 164.12 : LJl.i.7u lfi.'1.12 0.043 : O.O!;:? : 0.04:1 : as. GO : ?!1060 • ?5.6l1 : e.ie o.is :.:SEPT Bll .. I)U4.00 : f>34.00 : 213.18 : 171.,65 zu.in 0.019 : 0.023 : 0.019 : 11.24 : 11.24 : 11.24 : 0.07 0.07 :
:OCT Btl .. 604.90 : !J:l!J.OO : 213.4') : 117 .!l1 2U.4!1 0.022 : 0.021 : 0.022 : 9,47 : 9.47 : Q.47 : 0,Of3 o.on :
:NOV IJ!I .. 492.70 : IOU.OO : 173.n9 : 14.1.91 113.09 0.037 : 0.045 : 0.037 : :'2.32 : 22.32 : ~~l~'32 : 0.14 O. i4 ::UEe on .. !.ilb.20 : GB6.00 : 102.19 : 151.112 lR2.l9 O.O1(l : 0.021 : O. OW : 14.2;, : 14.23 : 14.23 : 0.07 0.07 :
:JAN 09 .. ?6!i.50 : !i14.00 : 93.71 : W.OI) 93.71 o.nn : 0.037 : 0.031 : 24.7t 24.76 : ?4.76 : 0.12 . 0.12 :
:I'EB 09 .. 24ti.OO : 5011.00 : 86.82 : 72.35 8(1 8£ o .nsz : 0.063 : 0.052 : 22.11 : 22.11 : 22.11 : 0.20 : 0.20 :
:HliCIl 09 .. 311r..OO : 1110.(10 : m.S3 : 112.94 ns.ss O.0~7 : 0.0613 : 0.073 : 30.95 : .30.95 : 30 95 : 0.22 : (1.22 :
:Ai'fl ,!9 .. 4!l4.00 : IOfi4.00 : 170.82 : H2.35 170.82 0.071 : O.(J06 : 0.0:1" : 23. !J4 : 23.54 : 23.54 : 0.27 : O.V :
:HI\Y 8'1 .. 543.(10 : 1015.00 : 191.6[; : 159.71 191.65 0.060 : 0.072 : 0.047 : 20.01 : 20.01 : zo.ci : 0.23 : 0.:~3 :
:JlHl 89 .. 3~13.00 : 122.00 : 124.59 : 103.02 12,1.59 0.132 : 0.158 : 0.052 : 21.90 : 2L9G : 21.!JO : 0.50 : 0.50 :
:,llJl.lJ'I .. 45.00 !JO.OO : is.se : 13.24 15.[18 0.126 : 0.151 : l)'050 : 20.94 : 20.94 : 20.94 : 0.413 : 1l.4R :
:)\[1(; U9 .. 1 14/6.30 : 101213.0U : 26lB.59 : ?HJfl.91 2631l.ti9 n.tl4 ~ 1.01 : 0.67 : 352.28 : 352.28 : 35(..28 : 3.17 : J.ll :
:SEI'T Ill) .. II 439.l!.i? : ~'36.ml9 : 155.m : 129.34B 155.217 0.049 : OJ)5!1 : 0.0<10 : 20.122 : 20.722 : 20.m : O.ld' : 0.101 :
:OCi !If} ..
• NOV 09 ..
:1l~:C 119 ..
:,JAN 90 ..
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:Shlft dur,1tlon "fel'tlve at WD),k :
,;1 • nllitt one. morning shIft· & nrs
:50. blnltlng tloo plus re entry· 31wo
:52 " shift two· ::I<:H'otna !!h1tt ... G nrs
,.•• "••. ., " "•.. ·• .. ••·••••• .. • ..·,··· ..•••••• ..·····,,······,············:53 • 51111ttl1rp"' IOOrnlng ohHt • 611ro
IW:lilliE PEllfufllWI'E tllcl cool[lxpt1'ln : lilA(
:11l.:iH.1l1i MilAS 1i(ILO HIlliNG lIJ:IlII\llY UflI1lU
:Pf.nWO : II!'JILII I~OU • fEOilUI\llY 19~t)
:pnD[IIJC1!o'~ RHAIW rWJJlfS
.:~""."., .." ...,,,.-,, ...~" ....
: J~~mfll !: IJfTll J!!'I:l :H!EL rorl~;;util ~I! ; utI) r.2; ut11!d ;1/kWh r.l:1/kUlh ~;?:l/kW/h fj3: kWh ~l :k~lh!l2 :kl~h 53 :kilh/kHdr II 'kWIi/kW~" 02 ,kWh/l<Wdr 03 :iONNlS Itl,1110N/H :kW IIFAT/IiTOHH •
!~""",~"~,.." -' "..-..' """ ~.." ~-," "' ,,",'~ , ~" ' .,..~.."., ".." " " "" " , ,, " " ' " ..
~"mi'llf\fi .. l(lIlli,d(l : :'H<.Oo : 3fJrJ.Ui1 : 2IJ~"Q!1 : J~'I~',1)& : o.on : 0.010 : 0.0]2 : fil.92 , r,] .02 : 57.j] : 0.27 : 0.27 : 0.21 :18')[,2.00 : 0.20 : 11.0[) :
:A!'_, liB .. lBl.ilO , !iIJULUI) : t,m.t1I : 3~12. 01_, : 410.47 : (1.024 : 0,0,'11 : 0.(1,4 : 43.71 : 43.71 , 43.71 , 0.20 : 0.23 : 0.28 '20081.00 : (),29 I n.oa :
: MAl [hi .. 1<lliJllil : ~l.l(Ir), ()ll , ~O(J.112 : 4il·% , 5rll"i,[1? : 0.01(, : U.O,1,1 : n.O]' 44.l0 : 44.10 , 44.10 : 0.20 : O.?O I 0.28 ,21354.00 , 0.44 : 11.0e :
:,III~ 80 " l'l,l/J.til) : WAil. Oil 5H,N ; 4tlC,fd : !4J.Dl : o.nsn : 0.036 : o.use : (6.03 I 65.U3 : "5.03 , 0,42 , 0.42 : 0.42 ,227ag.OO , 0.30 : 14.G& :
t ,~[i~,no .. l1in, Oil :lt~/iEj,OO : IjOB, .i~ : ~U~.;,II,l: ft)Ij.35 : 0.030 : 0.0<\7 : (1.030 : 5:i,g!) : 53.09 , ss.ss , 0.34 : 0.34 , 0.34 '2~,843.00 : 0.49 : 19.01 :
:I\V\\ ea " 11'1[1 00 , (1000.00 : 120.tll' : 3~jt1.VO : 4,0.00 , 0.036 : o,n,13 : 0.010 : 114.67 : 114.61 , 114.67 , 0.73 , lI.73 : o.n 130649.00 : 0.;'6 : 10.16 ,
"I ~T 1111 :: Ir,.HI.(11) : 11;1"1.01) : !j~2.0~ : ·1t!,.,:lfJ 'i~(.n~ , 0.026 : a. t)31~ : 0.1),6 : Dfi.2!j : :jfi.~r,, ~tJ.ca : 0.% : 0.36 : 0,16 : IlJZ56.CJ , O.4u : 15.21 :
:(In nu .. 1!i1b.Ul) : 'J81LWJ , :i,~!j.t:!~: "~i·1.11 : S·15.ti~ , 0.031 I)'O~4 , 0.1ll! : 52 ,C~ : 112.84 : 52.04 : 0.47 : 0,47 : 0.47 :10:361.\'0 : 0.79 : 30. ~J~:
:HOi i'U .. 1111(..'.40 :111,1:1.110 , 5f/l.Ofl : 414,a4 : 'fi!l.nO : 0.031 : 1).03i : 0.0:)1 : li5.J[, : [l!L15 : 6f).15 : 0.41 , 0.41 : 0.41 115053.0u , 0.78 : 30.ml :
:nrt an " 244~~AI) : 74tJl.tjtJ : 511. sn : 4~:O,2tj : IJll,!l!j : u.oz) : 'l.O33 : 0.021
, 06.79 : 00.79 : 06,/9 1 0.41 , 0.41 , 0.41 : 13/53.00 : o.r:4 : ~O.93 :
b :,IA~ 89 .. t~(if.,ao : ~51G.{J1) : ~iYJ,Br) , ;!~Ul: 301j, ~i5 : O.O~![\ : J.G3J : 0.!J20 : 9;~. 32 : ~2.12 , 92.32 : 0.43 : 0.43 : 0.43 : 6538.00 : 0.09 : 26.74 ;:He G') :: 1110.1.) , 3nl.Oli , 'llO.13 : 2fli.4~ : 310 13 : 0,0,17 : 0.032 , U.O'1 , 55.?1 : !j~.27 : 0,.21 : 0.6(1 : MO I 0.50 , 5044.00 : 0.67 ; 25.93 ;
r :~RtII U!l :: ~_J2!i.Or) : liOGCI.i)O : 326.82 : (;;;~.:;~ , 3:G.n;~ : 1].1)'1~ , 0,053 : 0.0,14 : 45,ltD , 4~,45 , 45.45 0.11 : 0.11 I 0.11 : 2101.00 : 2.16 1 IOt.IO I
;AP~ U9 .. l!.'Q.C)(j : 1i('~II,OJ : 3~B.41 : .ile.O/' : 3!j~,'17 , U.<)10 : Il.Nn : 0.040 : "'.47 : 9.47 : 57.,17 : 0.14 : O.I~ I 0.14 : 1712.00 : 3.18 : 145.S:! ,
:~N 69 .. 131',.1)(1 : {hl~lu,\)n : 471.11) ~,.. Ij~,: 411.10 : O.O~)O : e.osn : 0.050 , !j3,[!G : ~J3.6G : 53,GO : 0.13 , ~.13 : 0.13 , 3573.QO : 2.76 : 106.26 :
:JI'" 69 .. 1111';,00 : ,'1111.00 : 410.,'4 : -·;,r~, ~3 : 4l!Lt:4 ; 0,1101 : 0.117(, , 0.Oa3 : n~.110 B?OO , 09.00 : 0.24 : 0.24 : 0.24 : 4550.00 : 2.16 : 83.:)8 :
:Jut 89 .. .1f;f), Of_) , II.rl2.011 : 1?5.fj~1 : 11:1.71 , J;:fl.Gf, : 0.0'/3 : 0.111 : O.O~3 : 295,(:7 : ,05.(,7 : 205.f17 : 1.73 , 1.71 : 1.7> : 1000.00 , 0.33 : 12.80 ,
:AUG B'! .. :1.1:1.1)1.) : ;~l~;l,00 : 111. !l3 : ~1,1),\ : 117 .~3 : O. ~!iG O.I!II , O.lfif, : GI.or! : M.05 : li4.0(, , MO , O.LI) , 0.50 : 5400.00 ; 0.41 , 16.65 ,
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1. Base-line heart rate (Hr) 1.
line
2. Operational heat rat(~ 2.
press.
3. Body temp. rectal or
driverB
ccr rectied for core by
using oral -temp.











1. 'rypo of olothinq worn
;1. rrrcervtow operato:t'G
before nnd ufter
'romp bl "" Tomp, at buso
line ambient
Vap. press 1>1 ~ vapour
'@ base line
3. Velocity relative r.c
4.
(measured by means of kata)
as check but promarily hy
volomotcr
Clabo tmnperature (Radiant)
'remp. natural wet bulb5.
I,.
1. Body or vehicle wall temp. . ,
z , Engine inlot and outlot
tE3mp
3. Portion of engine relative
to drivo:t'
4. 'romp. / wet and dry in
GE~l.<].!~~lLlt,(}:-
1. Swoat Loas g/kg body
me 1(jht.
r ,.. r : ,..Appendl.x II P2/15 r
.A. Jnpu~~'ltn :measured
1 • PJJy,_~tp19gjca.l Pl't!:1. : (Base line)
SUbjE:<':l;.name Rnd ID r.o ,
Heart rate, profile exposure, charateristies at
base line information.
Bodymass, height and aye.
tvork category.
Heart rate vs worJ{ rate b/m!n VB watts.
Heart. rat(~ vs lung function in peak flow (1/m1n).





Type of clothing used.
Condition of driVer (opinion).
3 • G,ahi!l,_p~:r;:EJll~,t§.'lj;'J'l qr~j1!l_!!l~!,f:tLntfl__jJ!fJI!Q!lCQD,
Body ()r \'1;).11tc •..;>oraturef3 of vehf.c Ic ,
'l'ernporatures : globe, natural wotbulb I drybulb.
Relative a ·.r~lpoed i.n cabin ,
POG!tion of engine in r(~lation to I1rivar ,
4. !']xj;c;U~Th1.Un;fJ,llnnGDl:}: (Arob.i.ant condf.t i.ona)




r,.". ". " ,. ... I'Appendix H P3j15
Airspeed.
Temperature engine inlet and return.
5. Physiological. datq. : (operational)
Heart rate over.entire shift.
Temperature skin.
Sweat rate apparent.
Well being of driver.
Remar1!t§.
'l'hisstudy has been done on two very different
pro joot.s •
'1'hefirst trial called 'Case 1 - Cool I was done
whern ex1~ernal arahi.ent;influences were negligable.
Trial number called 'Case 2 - Hot' was carried out
in adverse environmental condition (physiologically
speaking) done on location
The information gathered is now used to calculate
t.he parameters necessary to assess the heat
stress/strain discomfort Glnd influences on the





Heat balance - M - W - Q - S










Heat stay limit vs NBGT.
l-1etabolicworkrate (metabolic energ~r production).
(M) minus mechanical work (W).
2. 5-29Cooling Dower concept: aft.f>J-' stewart,
via the calculation of :
Radiant heat transfer.
tl:.lmperature.
Convecti ve heat tr:;;.n:i5fer.
Latent heat tranafer.
Sweating efficiency.
Evaporati VI~ heat transfer.
Sweat rate.
Metabolic work rate as per baseline.
Respiratory heat oxchenge.
water vapour pressure.
Metabolic workrate as per reference 5-28.
and M = 343 Qr {20,39 - 0)/100.






3. Heat balance ~ation after NIOSH 5-11




Maximum water vapour uptake capacity.
4. Heat r;tre~s Qaseci on WBGT - index after ISO 7243(1922)
this is necssary to look at maximum work rate vs time








Reference values of WBGT index vs
Metabolic work rate vs
Metaboli.c work rate class
'- "'--'II
5. Mj.cJ;oclimate cooling_ effect oJ:LQll§.rators
(initial st"..tdy)






Addi.tional information on formulae used
1. l1etabolicwClrk;rate.(using baseline tests)
(also see equation 6)
W3 ~ wm2 ~ (W1+« W2-W1)*«Hr3-Hrl)/(Hr2-Hr1)))*As
Where W3 = Required metabolic work rate
Hri & Wl = Condition 1 parameters
Hr2 & W2 ""Condition 2 parameters
'As' is 3kin area = 0,217 mtO,425 * HtO,725
(W * 6000)/(9,81 * SR * M)
Where W is work load in Watts
SR is stepping rate (s/min)
M is body mass in kg
3. Qr =: Vo2 - ventilation rate or Q2 consumption
- 0,52 + 0,0214 (Hr - 70) in l/min
.... - ..
j
4. Qr max = Vo2 max =: 0,172 + 0,525 ffm in l/min
Where ffm :::::fat free body mass
5. Qr max"" Vo2 capacity _.0,52 + 0,0417 Bm
Where Em = Gross body mass ..
6. W at 145 blmin, assume straight line performance

















;PO_Rr-1ULAE AFTER KAM9N (1981: 611 )
- Fcl.kr.(Tr4 - Tsk4) See 4
RADIAN'r HEAT. exchange
Fcl is insl.value cloths correction
(1 + 0,85*0,8 rclo)
kr is ~oeff Temp - Energy Stef Boltzm. const &
emmisivity for black body
Tr is mean radiant derived f~om Tg where:
Tr4 = Tg4 .;.kg vO,5 (tg - tdb)
Where: kg is cosff.heat transfer between
globe and air
Tg is abs.Temp of the globe
tsk = 273 + 36 = 309°k
Fcl*KC*VO,5(tdb - tSk) See 5
= Convective Heat exchange
Kc is convers factor Temp to Energy
V is air movement
tdb is dry bulb
tsk mean skin Temp
Fcl is 1(1 + O,155*S,5*vO,6*rclo)
:=: M±R±C
- Evap. Required
metabolic heat load W.m-2
:=: F'cl 4,36*10-8 [(tr + 273)4_9,117*10"9]
W.m-2
._ (-~""'(-t-g-'i--2-73 )4-"-'2--,-4-7-*-1-0-8-*V-O-,5-(t-g- -t d b-)-]-273 C
= Fcl.O,5*VO,6(tdb - 36) w.m-2
= Fpcl*Ke*VO,5 (Psk - Pal = Environ.Cap.for
Evap.(See 10)
Ke is convers press. to ener-qy ,
Psk is vap.press skin @ tsk ""44
Pa is anbLcnt, vap pres for tpwb
mm HG





W H8I/100 = Ereq/Emax
Where RSI is heat stress index by Belding and Hatch
W -- degree of wetedness due to sweating
7. EL8 Sweat rate of 1 L.hr-2
8. E eff
Where L eff. is evap. sweat. in terms ':Ifenergy transfer
1Sw is sweating rat,E~limi teid to 1 L." ~
Zs is convers. fac1: from S'Vleatt.o ene. ;{
k is a regression constaI~
9. Pa :: (4/82e-0' 0629*tpWO), 00066*BP* (tdb -tpwb) [(1+0(00115) *
(tdb-tpwb)] in mn. HG
Where: tpwb is psychro. wetbulb
10. ('1cl for Emax :::::1 (1 + 0,143*8, 5*VO, 6*rc10)
11. Conversion tpwb - tnwb
tpwb ::tnwb - 0,5-0,13 (tg-tdb) for V > 1
tpwb = tnwb - 1,5-0/13 (tg-tdb) for V < 1
m.s-1 in °c
m.s-1 in DC I






HEAT STRESS INDEX FORMULAE
(After stewart- 1984:495)
1. Cooling Power concept:
(Nhere D~twb to tdb < 2°C)
CP -::fr*hr (ts - tr) + hr. (ts - tal w*he (ps - pal
Notes
Resiratory heat exchange neglected
Conductive heat transfer neglected
If 'ts' and iW' is linked to a safe rectal temperature,
then an equilibrium tr will be achieved in all cases where
CP ~ M
M is metabollQ energy generation &lso called ntatolic
heat/02 consu~ption
This equation .isincorrect for elevated radiant tempera-
t.u: .~ and \"'.1enthe gap bet'Yleentwb and tdb > 20 C -
therefore use the next equation
Where~
Where
fr '_"view factor for radiant heat exchange from human
hr =: radiant hea transfer coefficient w/m2 °c
::::4,61 (1+(tr+ts)/546)3'~stefan Boltzman radiant:.
coefficient
ts == mean skin temperature measured or default @ 36,1')"
tr ::::Radiant temperature of surroundings, °c
he '"Experimentally determined convective heat
transformation cneff.
~ O,60S*pO,6*vO,6
ta == ambient dry-bulb temperature, °c
W - wet sk .1 fraction
he ::::evap, heat transfer coefficient
= 1587*hc*P/(P - pc)2
pa ::::water ve=our pressure in ambi mt air, kPa.
= P'ws - A~ (tdb - twb) , kPa
P'ws = O,6105.exp (17,27 twb/t237,~ + twb», kPa
A ::::O,OOJ6l4/·C












2. h!~Q.Qli_:t}g__P.owGrconcept_QLEqui valent Cooling power
(tlThere .stwb to tdb > 2"C)
CP '" fr*hr (ts - tr) + he ('Cs - tal + A... *h\Ej*Sr+ Q
frl hr and hc are as per equation 1
d~ ~ Efficency of sweat as cooling roech. for partial
wet person and sweat dripping up to Eroax




w,he,ps & pa is as per equation 1
= Evaporative heat transfer
= Skin surface area, ro2 ~ J,217 mtO,425*HtO,725
- mass of human body I ]:;.g
Ht -. heig-ht;. of person, ill
~~ latent heat of vaporization of sweat, kJ/kg
-~ 2501 - 2, 387 t~'1b
Sweat rate, kg/m 2 s""Tl: and
(0,1 tEl+O ,9tr) using T~ read off sweat rate from
sweat rate, kg/m2 S "HI''! ~ Tl:
If "" 'l'hermoregulatory signal °c
8r - 36-37°C then 8r ~ (0,321/60) * TE -36







- 38,1-39°C then Sr - 1,106+(0,295/60) * TE
Emax c"" Ast:965 (p1,6/(p - pa)2)*vO,6 (ps - pal
P "" Atmospl'leric preSsure, kPa
£i!lQ
Q ::::Resiratory heat exchange
-- 1, 7*1.06*M*Cp (two - tlrl)
-30,1
Where: M :::: Metabolic energy production W*As
Cp - Specifi.c heat of moist air -- 6000 J/kg fie
two .- 32,6 + 0,066 ta + 0,20 po.
~..fl_t<?Ji
Appli.Ofi:;\..0 any condl tion found underground, cspec ia l.Ly
in 'I'M3pro jocus whero tr :-> t.db > twb





M 343 Qr (20,39 - e)/100
Qr Respiratory flow rate (l/min)
% 02 in exhaled air
343·- constant
20,39 =% 02 in atmocphere by volume
(20,39 - e) == 02 consumption
§m!
Muscles may be /r\.20~i max when performing heavy
physical work
No_w.
Prediction of V02 Il" from parameters:
age, body maSI:1,body height, relative fat, heart
rates at various sub-max work Loads and max
Hea.rt Rate
Use graphs Fi, 6, 7 & I"4or ref 5.28 or the
following formulae :
i. Qr:= V02 in J/min "" 0,52 +- 0,0211 (hr - 70)
ii. Qr == V02 max j n Uimin :=: 0,1'72 + 0,525 FFM
Where: FMM :;:: fat free body maas in kg
iii. Qr = v02 capacity in l/min ~ 0,55 +- 0,0417 OM
Where:BM := Cross body m:lSS in kg
4. B..mtii:111t .Tempern.:!;u:r;_g(using bl ack glob(~)
Tr = [(Tg + 273)4 + (1,1*108*VO,G/O,95*Do,4)*(Tg - Ta)]
0,25_273









6 • H~~lj::_'9..£1J.an<:LEL8.Jlliat i0_11
M = As fr hr (ts-tr)+As he (ts-ta)+As*e*he (ps-pa)
Where: all factor are as previously mentioned
and as per 'CP' equation. As is skf.n area
7. ~oQLiru:LP.Qwe:r_vn.],_ues_foLSaf£Lheqt _~_l{J!_osure
'eF 10-6, = R + C + E max
R - 4,93 As (ts-tr) = Radiant heat exchange
C ~ As 0,608 pO,6 VO,6 (ts-tal
E max ~ As 965 (pl,6 / (p_pa)2) VO,6 (ps-pal
Where ts is taker. for ,3, 10-6 change of heat stroke L e.
ts ~ 40·C conditions
gn(l
ts for W/m2 100 to 240 (.15_,J1-34 I 6.) * (240-1'1)]
240 ,
ts for W/m2 240 to 300
~ 35,8 - (0,005 (240-M)
~[34'6 (.:l.L.6 - ;~~~a)'(300-M)1
~ 34,6 - {O,0047 (300-M)
:rhEg"JIlal cQ!!lf 9JZ:t;:.-LfuL'r,Gl.J_,Q:r.._y_nacglj.lnCl.tJ_s£;lg._people
in Te, ts - 35,7 - 0,032 (M-W) / As = Skin temp~rature






and Fa = P'WS-AP(tdb-twb)
P'ws --saturated vapour press @ twb kPa
-·0,6105 oxp (17,2'1twb / (237,3 twb) kPa
F. ._ 0 I 000644 n C




P"ws - 0,6105 exp (17,27 tdb / (237,3 + tdb~) kPa
Egua band 9 are used to check on comroxt; level for
unacc:.limatised operators with the vi.ew of







(NIOSH 86 - 113) (5 - 7)
Where \ S ""Change in body hoat content
M-W = Total metabolism - external w0rk performed
c "" Convec heat exchange
R :=: Radiant
E :::;.; Evaporative
1. c. =. tS'~b'-b"tl_U "".CorreC'<ctJ_veb at exc]1an.!m
Where: he =.2,38 (tsk-ta) 0,25 at very low airspeeds
=: 3,5 -{.5,2 Val' where Val' is relative airspeed
< 1m/.:::
-. 8 Q 7 varO, 6 Where var is ;. 1m.8-1
and Val'.~..Va+O, 0052 (H-58) if: movement is due to
muscular activity
gx.
Simply add o,7ms-1 if muscular only
UJJ:1e':1
Sensible heat exchange due to clothes (Fcl)
and Fel ~ 1/(1 = (he + hr) rclo
Where Iel is the thermal insulation for clothes
c ""he Fcl (ta-36) in WM-2 /
~and
lclo - (0,8(0,06 + 0,09 +
\ h\ tpants Ts 1.r
I_' ~r-'----'..J
underwear
0,26 + 0,04 + 0,08) +
\ \ \Trousers Socks Boots
2. B-=_h:r:_f.£:!.Lcr:I;::-'rsJU ..4.....::..._BEgj.~"lnt h_qJlt _QXQhcJDJJ£',,-l.Jl w/m2/c
Where D_]: is coefficient of radiant heat exchange
_- 4 Esk * (At'/Ado) [(tr==tsk) / 2 + 2'73 J :3
= 5,67 * 10-8 w/m2/nk4
Appendix H P15/15
and Ar/Ado is the effect of body position on emissivity
Where Ar is area exposed to radiation
Adv ""Du Bois' formulae in m2
:::0,01718 * Weight 0,425 / Height 0,725
and W is in ~ and H in £~




tr ::::tg -:-1,8 Va 0,5 (t.g-ta)
tsk .= 36DC
3. !LJ!mx 0=;: (psk,s - Pa) / Re '"Evang_:t;'Etiva h§j3.t~.x:change
Where Emax is max water vapour uptake capacity w/m2
psk if? sat H20 vapour press at 36°C ts == 5,9 kPa
pa j_~ partial H20 vapour press at ta in kPa
Re Js evapo~ation resistance of air and clothes
~ 1 / (16,7) / (hc) I Fpcl
Where Fpcl is reduction factor for loss in latent h8at
exchange due to clo
= 1 I (1 + 0,92 hc) I Icl
Sweat rate default ~ 650 gms/hour for 8 hours
acclimatised
'"' 4Cu gms/hour for 8 hour-s
unacGlimatised person
S req ::::E req
Where S req Js RElquired SlIleat(W/m2) also in gms/hr/m2
w/m2 "':(gms/hr/m2) 'k 0,63
W '"'E req/E max Ls wettedness factor
E req j.sRequired evapcr-atiLon == M + C + R
Evap Eff is of nUde person::: 1 - O,5/e -6,6(1-W)





•• HEAT STRESS ANALYSIS OF [liESEL POHERED VEHICLE OPERATORS
: : PERSON : !lAME:




BAR PRESS: 106 kPa
DIITE: 07/12/90
: : HEART PROfILE :
.. 54 W
LUCKY ID NUMBER : 1421670 TYPE OF MACHlflF: LlID







96 b/min MET CURVE :(54+(46*(HfU·10-IlR)/{IIRI00-IlR54))))/As
104 b/min M @ !lEART RATE 145 b/min.~ 147.92
120 b/min M @ HEART RATE 70 b/mill.a 4,17
CABIN PARAMETERS :EXTERN. INFLUENCE - AMBIENT CONomONS
::---------------------------.--~---------------------~~-------------------~------ ---------------------~-~--~--:
:: TIME :HEAATRATE:WALL TEMP: Tg : Tnwb Tdb :Airspeed: Tg Tpwb Tdb :Alrspeed:
:: - _ __ u • ,,, _<>o __ .. __ :




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HEAT STilESS ANALYSIS OF DIESEL POWERED VEHICLE OPERATORS
: :PERSOIl : NAME:
: :PHYSIC : AGE:




BAR PRESS: 106 kPa
DATE: 07/12/90
LUCKY IO NUMBER : 1421670 TYPE OF MACHINE: LHD








96 b/min MET CURVE :(54+(46*«HRIOO-HR)/(IiR100-HR54»»!As
104 b/min M @ Ht ';T RATE 145 b/r'jn,= 147.9Z
120 b/min M @ HEART RATE 70 b,min.= 4.17
CABIN PARAMETERS :EXTERN. INfLUENCE - AMBIENT CONDITIONS
:: " ~ •• ~ ~ ~ • v Q _
:: 'rIME :HEARTRATE:WilLL TEMP: Tg : Tnwb Tdb :Airspeed: Tg Tpwb Tdb :Airspeed:::--- ~ ~ ~_. .~ ~O _






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BAR PRESS: 106 kPa
DATE: 07/12/90
LUCKY 10 NUMBER : 1421670 TYPE OF MACHINE: LHD








96 b/min HETCURVE : (54+( 46"( (HRiOO-HR)f(llR100-HR54)) })/As
104 b/min M@ HEART RATE 145 b/min.~ 147.92
120 b/min M @ IIEART RATE 70 b/mln.c 4.17
CABIN PARAMETERS :EXTERU. INFLUENCE - AMBIENT CONDITIONS
:: ~_w ~ ~ ~ ~ -- G_:
:: TIME :IIEARTRAiE:WALL TEMP: Tg : Tnwb Tdb :Airspeed: Tg Tpwb Tdb :Airspeed:
: :_ .,._co _ .. ". .• _' _ :





















































































































































































































































































































































































114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00:


































BASIC INPUT DATA • METABOLIC WORKRATE At" DSYCHROMTERIC Df,TII
METABOLIC HEAT PRODUCnDrI PSYCHROMETRIC DATA ---- ..----:
::------------------------------- ---------,,------------------------------------------------:tiETAIlOLIC:
: :HEARTRATE:OXYGEN CorlSUMPTION :OBSERVA :WORK RATE:VAP PRESS:VAP PRESS:REL HUM : TEMP RAD HEAT
•• Qr Qr: TIME as: W : IPa I IPa I RII Tr M















































































































































2.66 • 2 "
2.66 " 4 "
2.02 .. 6 •
2.02 • 8 "
2.0k * 10 ..
2,02 .. 12 ..
2.02 " 14 •
2.87 • 16 ..
2.87 • 18 •
2.87 • 20 ..
2.87 • 22 "
2.87 .. 24 ..
1.38 • 26 ..
1.38 • 28 ..
1.38 .. 30 ..
1.38 1< 32 ..
1.38 * 34 ..
2.66 .. 36 ..
2.66 • 38 ..
2.66 w 40 0
2.66 * 42 *
2.66 " 44 ..
3.52 • 46 ..
3.52 • 48 •
3.52 • 50 "
3.52 " 52 •
3.52 • 54 ..
1.38 .. 56 W
1.38 " 58 "
1.38 * 60 ..
1.38 " 62 ..
1.38 " 64 "
0.95 • 66 *
0.95 " 68 "
0.95 " 70 "
0.95 " 12 •
0.95 * 74 •
0.52 .. 76 •
0.52 • 78 0
0.52 • 80 "
0.52 • 82 •
0.52 .. 84 "
0.31 " 86 0
0.31 " IlS 0
0.31 0 90 "
0.31 " 92 .,
0.31 • 94 ..
0.95 " 95 •
0.95 " 98 lit
0.95 • 100 •






























































































































































































































































































::---.._------------------------ ...----- ...._----------- ..._----- ........ _------- ..._ ..._--------- ..------,,-------------
BASIC INPUT DATA • f1ETABOLIC\lORKRATt AND P:iYCflROHTERICDATA
•• HEiABOllC HEA~ DRODUCTIOtl PSYCIjIlOMETRICDATA - :
::-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------··------:METABOLIC:
::HEARTRATE:OXYGEN CONSUMPTION :OBSERVA :\lORKRATE:VAP PIlESS:VAPPRESS:REL HUM TEMP !lAD IlEAT
• • Qr Qr: TIME as: ~; :' Pa ' : 'Pa ' RII Tr M
•• ~/m : V02 UM : V02 HR :per input: \11m2 kPa: mmMG % C \11M2




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































:: ---------- _________________ a _._ .. ______________ ... ______ .-. __ .. _______________________ .. __________ .. _________
.. BASIC I~PUT ~ATA , METABOLICWORKRATF.ANDPSYCi1ROMTEPICDATA.... METABOLICHEATPRODUcrION PS'iCflROMETRICDATA ---------:
: : -----------------------------".---- .----- -------------------------------------------------- :f·lETABO!.Ie:
: :HEARTRATE~OXYGEMCONSUMPTH'N:OBS~RVA :WORKRATE:VAPPRESS:VAPPRESS:REl HUM : TEMPRAD : HEAT
00 Qr Qr : TIME as : 10/ : 'Pa' : 'Pa' RH Tr f1
b/m : V02 eM : V02 ifR :per input: W,'m2 kPa : hlrilG ,- ~ W/M2.. -, "::---- ...__ ..._: ----- ...~.-...--- ...-...------------ .....----------- ........ - ..._---_ ..._---_ ..._------------------ ----: ---_ ... ----:
"* 123 " 3.06 .. 11.B6 " 204 " 193.19 " 4.06 t: 0.76 " 75.32 : 38.00 : 241.70 :
** 132 " 3.06 * 13.79 * 206 * 224.70 * 4.05 * 0.74 " 75.57 : 38.03 : 259.38 :
*'" 132 * 3.05 " 13.79 ~ 2GB ~ 224.70 .- 4.05 .. 0.74 " 75.57 : 37.99 : 259.38 :
*" 132 * 3.06 * 13.79 * 1I0" 224.70 * 4.05 * 0.74 * 75.57 : 3B.11 : 259.3':! :
** 132 .. 3.06 * 13.79 * ?1:' * 224.70 * 4.04 * 0.73 " 75.83 : 37.96 : 2~9.38 :
** 132 .. '.. 06 * 13.79 " 214 .. 224.70 .. 4.06 * 0.72 " 75.85 : 37.87 : 259.38 :
** 119 * 3.06 '" 11.01 * 216 " 1/9.18 * 4.04 * 0.73 .. 75.1)3 : 39.63 : 233.84 :
"* 119* 3.06 " 11.01 * 213 * 179.18 " 4.08 .. 1.06 .. 71.48 : 37.35 : 233.84 :
"* 119 .. 3.06 .. 11.01 * 2t.D * 179.18 * 4.05 " 0.94 .. 72.95 : 38.11 : 233.84 :
** 119* 3.06 " 11.01 * 2";~ '" 179.18 * 4.05 .. 0.84 " 74.24 : 38.17 : 233.84 :
** 119 .. 3.06 * 11.01 .. U·!" 179.18 * 4.04 * 0.80 '" 74.76 : 38.68 : 233.84 :,. 124 .. 3.G6 * 12.08 " 2~(' '* Ig6.6n * 4.03 • 0 .•7:J ~ 75.01 : 39.66 : 243.66 :
-----------------------------------------~._Q------------------~. .-,............ _ ..._-----------_ ..._------------- :
COUNT 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 114.00 : 114.00 : l14,00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 :
AVG '1.06 : 5.25 : 113.00 : 84.98 : 3.41 : 1.47 : 69.50 : 34.02 : 180.97 :
MIN 3.1)6 : 0.31 : 0 ..00 : 4.11 : 2.83 : 0.31 : 46.62 : 28.03 : 135.59 : .....
MAX 3.06 : 13.79 : 226.00 : 224.70 : 4.27 : 5.55 : 83.79 : 41.54 : 259.38 :
STD 0.00 : 4.45 : 65.b2 : 72.78 : 0.44 : 0.H8 : 6.97 : 3.79 : 40.84 :
VAR 0.00 : H' ,7B : 4331.67 : 5296.42 : Ll9 : 0.78 : 48.56 : 14.35 : 166B.11 :_____ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ _______ mM ___________________________________________________________________ ~ ____________
114
.......................... -- ............................ - ...--- ........ - ....... ----"" ......... ----- ................. ---""-_ ..... -- ..... __ ......... _ ................ -"-. __ ............ ---- ...-- ............... •· ...... u __ ....... ____ .........
,:FILE NAME:STEWART SUMMARY APPENDIXJ.. !lEATSTRESSANALYSISOF DIESEl POWEREDVEHICl.EOPERATORS LOCALITY:83 TM3., ..._- ..__ ................................... - .... ,...-_ ..... _ .._-- ............. -............... --_ ....._- .._ ... ---_ ...... DAR PRE5S! 106 kPil.. INPUT PARAMETERS DATE: DECEMBER19"1).. ...- ...._ ......__ - ......~ .... ,..._ ....................,.."...........___ ~ ..._ ....._ ...~.~...._ ...a_"" ...___ ..._"' ___ ""......
: : --_ ...... - .. ""...... ""...... _ ...................... _ ..... .,. ..................... '''50,.._ ............... _ ........ ____ ... __ ..._____ .. ____ .. _ ............ _ ........... _........ ... ... _ ...... ___ ........... _ ......... ___ ... _ ...... ""............... :
.. TIME :UEARTRATE:TEMPSKIN: Tg :TEMP SKIU: Tdb :T JACKET: Tg Tpwb Tdb :Airspeed :
: : ... _ ......... 0.; ...... _ ....... _ ...... w. __ ... _ ..... ___ ... _ ..... a .. _ ........ mo_""" ""___ .. _5O_"' ________ ........... ,
' .................... - ...... ,.;-_ ....- --- ........._ ......_ ...... ""_--_ ......- ..._ ........ --- ... : I.. IIR:MIN : b/min rcalstus :cclsius :celsius icalsfus :'._;lsius :celsius : celsius :cels1us : ro/s r.
::-_ ................ -- ...- ..........,-............ -- ..._ ..._ ........._-_ ...... __ ...--.,-~....--- .....- ..._ ....... -_ ......-- ........... - ...~....'" "' ...., ......... _ .._- ..._- ...... _ ..._ ......_-----_ ..._---- ...-_ ...._-:.. courlT 114.00 : 1.00 : 1.00 : LOO : 1.00 : LOO: 114.liO : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 :141fJ11STELIlD.. AVG W8.95 : 76.00 : 40.00 ; 34.00 : 38.00 : 0.40 : 42.40 : 31.32 : 39.00 : 0.89 :.. MIIi 98.00 : 76.00 : 40.00 : 34.00 : 3B.OO : 0.40 : 34.95 : 25.70 : 32.70 : 0.19 :.. MAX 125.00 : 76.00 ; 40.00 : 3f•• OO : 38.0() : 0.40 : 49.00 : 33.85 : 44.35 : 4.31 :. STD 5.16 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.0& : 3.03 : 1.72 : 2.43 : 0.72 :
:: VAIl 26.57 : 0.00 ; 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 9.18 : ,'.97 : 5.91 : 0.52 :.. COUNl' 114.00 : 1.00 : 1.00 : 1.00 : 1.00 : 1.00 : H4.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 1419H5ST LIID.. AVG 1]6,29 : 76.00 : 40.00 : 34.00 : 38.00 : 0.40 : 36.62 : 29.01 : 35.95 : 0.67 :.. MIN 77.00 : 76.00 : 40.00 : 34.00 : 38.00 : 0.4') : 31.15 : 25.10 : 29.75 : 0.19 : ...., MfIX 101.00 : 76.00 : 40.00 ~ 34.00 : 3B.00 : 0.40 : 42.70 : 31.55 : 39.60 : 2.27 :.. STO 6.30 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 2.47 : 1.64 : 2.19 : (L53 :.. VAR 39.75 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 6.11 : 2.69 : 4.79 : ~l.28 :.. COUNT 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 1.00 : LOO : 1.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 :1635HSTE LHD.. AVG 78.79 : 45.50 : 31.62 : 34.00 : 43.00 : 0.40 : 32.47 : 28.04 : 31.73 : 0.69 :.. MIN 67.00 : 29.70 : 21.95 : 34.00 : 43.00 : 0.40 : 27.110 : 24.00 : 27.20 : 0.19 :.. MAX i 00 : 56.10 : 36.45 : 34.00 : 43.00 : 0.40 : 33.10 : 31.85 : 36.70 : 4.84 :.. STD ,,03 : 5.98 : 2.18 : 0.00 : 0.00 : C.OO : 2.82 : 1.99 : 2.29 : 0.77 :.. VAR 15.22 : 35.79 : 4.73 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 7.96 : 3.95 : 5.27 : 0.59 :
" COUNT 114.00 : 1.14.00 : 114.00 ! 114.00 : 1.00 : LOO : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 141311S1EUIO
" AVG 205.66 : 26.33 : 37.74 : 26.11 : 33.00 : 0.40 : 37.77 : 31.02 : 37.48 : 1.23 :.. MtN 95.00 : 0.00 : 32.70 : G.OO : ~a.oo : 0.40 : 33.20 : 26.50 : 28.90 : Q.21 :.. MAX 114.00 : 35.70 : 41.70 : 36.BO : 30.00 : 0.40 : 42.30 : 34.60 : 50.20 : 26.42 :.. STD 4.20 : 14.70 : 1.87 : 14.58 : O.~O : 0.00 : 2.31 : 1.42 . 3.59 : 2.54 :.
VAn 17.68 : 218.43 : 3.52 : 217..66 : o.ro : 0.00 : 5.33 : 2.01 : 1(..39 : 6.44 :
I.. COUNT 114.00 : 114.00 : 114,00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 :14701lSTE UTIl,.. AVG 92.10 : 36.74 : 36.95 : 34.65 : 29.41 : 0.24 : 33.33 : 27.69 : 32.53 : 0.26 : ",..,..... MIN 69.00 : 0.00 : 29.15 : 28.00 : 24.50 : 0.19 28.35 : 24.65 : 27.95 : 0.19 :.. MAX 132.00 : 40.00 : 40.30 : 41.20 33.25 : 1.02 : 39.35 : 31.50 : 41. is : 0.B7 :.. STD 20.79 : 5.74 : 2.6!! : 2.33 : 1.82 : 0.11 : 1.3? : z.ie : :1.06 : 0.11 :.. VAR 432.02 : 32.92 : 6.77 : 5.42 : 3.32 · 0.01 : 10.99 : 4.64 : !l.37 : D.Ol :·.. COUNT 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : l.00 : 114.00 : 1.(10 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 14:iOIlASRD/RI.. AVG 97.09 : 35.76 : 33.72 : 33.00 : 33.G4 · 0.40 : .17.14 : 29.57 : 34.84 : 0.?4 :·.. MIN 81.00 : 29.60 : 213.25 : 33.00 : 28.45 : 0.40 : 29.15 : 24.50 : 28.80 : 0.19 :.. MAX 103.00 : 38.BO : J6.10 : 33.00 : 35.15 : 0.40 : 40.30 : 33.25 : 41.20 : 1.02 :.. sm 5.07 : 1.89 : 1.43 : 0.00 : i.ee : 0.00 : 2.41 : 1.12 : 2.32 : 0.11 :.. VAR 25.69 : .i.59 : 2.04 : 0.00 : 3.1)1) : 0.00 : !i.81 : 2.!J7 : 5.40 : 0.01 :
COUNT 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : lli"OO : 1.00 : 114.00 . 114.00 : 11-1.00 : 114.00 : 15fi211STE D/TIl.. ... AVG 06.0J : 26.81 : '11.99 : ,'7.22 : 45.06 : 0.40 : 35.11 : 29.50 : :J5.4B : 0.\)4 :., MIN 80.00 : 0.00 : 3B.50 : 0.00 : 32.(30 : 0.40 : :12.60 : 26.00 : :)9.50 : 0.26 :.. MAX !J4.00 : :15.30 : 4fi.20 : :15.40 : tifi.!lO : 0.40 : :17.10 : 32.00 : 47.:10 : 3.21 :
" ST[) 3.45 : 13.42 : 1.73 : 13.61 : 7.05 : 0.00 : 0.14 : 0.93 : 2.20 : 0.60 :.. VAil 11.67 : 179.~[\ : 2.99 : 181;.31 : 49.75 : 0.00 : 0.55 : 0.B7 : 4.02 : 0.36 :
_____ ~~~~ ____ ·~_~~~ __ ~,~~ ____ ~.~ __ ~MM~_~ ____ N __ ~ __ H~~a ___ ~~ __ ~~~n~_M~ ____ ~_~~~a~d_W~~W~ __ Q~MH_~~~~~_~a~_ ••~~'~~~_N~:
us
... ,_,.,.."" '-~...._ ........ ", ... .,. '.' "',., .....""~ ....,...... -""...."".~.............~...... _ ..... -_ ...-..-_ ..-......... "'" ..._ .......... _ .....- ...--_ ..... _ ......--- _ ............. ____ ~_a_d __ ...__________________
: ~FILE NAME:STE\1i\RTSUMM!~Y APPENDIXJ.. Il~AT STRESS liN/ILYSIS 'IF DIESEL POWEREDvEla CLE OPERATORS LOCALITY:83 Tf13.. ....,. ............. M.~ .............. ~ ... ""_"' .......... ·,__ ..... """"_ ........ _ ..................... ___ ~ ...... _ ..._ ...... ___ ...... _ ... [JAIl PRESS: 106 kPa.. 1~!lUT PARAMETERS DATE : DECEMBER1990
.. a......... ..,u.,. ......................... .,_,.,.. ."""~ .. ~,"'''"....,... ~..u,·.... ""...............""_a ..'." .........~,_.. _u ........ _ ...........
:: _ .... ,_.·, .. _ ..... "" ............................. ""_ ...... ,~......... _ ......... "-'n ...... ""_ ...... " •.,._ ......... "'.................. "" ..._ .......... _ ......... _ ........... "'~ .......,......... ..,._ __ ...... _ ...... _40 ..' .... "' ............. , ... _ ..................... _:
.. TIME :HEAfllRA1E:TEMPSKIN: Tg :TEMP SKIN: TdlJ :T JACKET : Tg Tpwb Tdb :Alrspend :
: : ..........................._ ..._ ......""_F' ..... __ .... _ ...__ ,._ .........~ ...__ ..._ ....................._ ..._ ........................__ ..... _ .........oa __ .............. _ ... _ ...... _ ... ~__ ..._~n_q_ ...~~~.~ __________ ~......=
.. BR:MIN : b/min ecelstus :cels1u5 .cctstus ece ls lus :celsius :celsius : ~elsius :celslus : m/s
:: ___ .. _ ..................................... m> .......................... __ ............................ __ .................... __ '_a ..................___ ..._____ ..___ ......_ ......
~_Q_U __ ~_..._~_...__U_"______ ...~__
". COUNT : 2158.62 .. 1038.47 'if 910.70 .. 662..10 .. G!1l.3fi * !2J.!J7 .. 1161.05 "* 1074.02 .. 1139.64 " 813.15 .,.. AVG 94.·1!l .. 41.3B .. 32.70 .. 25.12 .. 27.55 .. 0.39 .. 38.71 ..* 33.51 .. 37.61 .. 16.37 .... MIN 292.12 '" 118.10 .. 101.44 " 69.9B " 113.97 * )..25 .. 119.21 ".. 103.24 w 115.09 1; 2.33 .... MAX 306.12 ft 130 29 " 1115.49 .. 76.04 • 89.65 .. 1.28 .. 124.74 *.. 1(17.;:;8 .. 123.70 " 55.77 "
STD 246.55 .. 104.96 ~ U2.!l3 .. 59.41 .. 65.04 .. 0.96 " 10? '31 iorJl' 90.03 * 101.05 .. 54.42 .... VAR 255.35 .. 158.80 .. 83.22 .. 113.98 .. 71.37 .. J\ '1'; 11 103.611 ". 9a.28 1l 103.61 " 55.12 •
:: .. _ ...... " ...... _ ...... _ ... __ 50 __ .................................... "" .......................... _""".. .................... 1<0 ........... ___ .............. __ ............ __ ......... "" ... ___ ..._...._....................._..................__n.' ....._.......__ :
COUNT 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00
=
1.00 : 1.00 : 1.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 1413CST Lim
.. i\VG 98.81 : 10.116 : 39.89 : 33.00 : 4,3.00 : 0.·!Q ; 45.28 : 33.02 : 47.24 : 5.!5 : ".. MIN 90.00 : 0.00 : 29.30 : 33.00 : 43.00 : 0.40 : 30.00 : 25.70 : ~9.50" 0.20 :.. MJ\X 115.00 : 48.30 : 45.90 : 33.00 : 43.00 : 0.40 : 51.00 : 36.20 : 51.90 : 28.01 :.. STD 4.7~ : 9.61 : 4.20 : 0.00 : 0.00 0.00 : 6.06 : 2.86 : 6.79 : 8.53 :.. VAR 22.30 ; !l2.40 : 17.66 : 0.00 : 0.00 0.00 ! 36.71l : 0.19 : 46.14 : 72.81 :
COUNT il4.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 1.00 : 1,00 : 1.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 1562CST O/TRU.. AVG 98.81 : 10.86 : 39.89 : 33.00 : 43.00 : 0.40 : 45.28 : 33.02 : 47.24 : 5.15 :.. MIN 90.00 : 0.00 : 29.30 : 33.00 : 43.00 : 0.40 : 30.00 : 25.70 : 29.50 : 0.21) :.. MAX 115.00 : 48.30 : 45.90 : 33.00 : 43.00 : 0.40 : 51.00 : 36.20 : 54.9(1 : 28.01 :.. SID 4.72 : 9.61 : 4.20 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 ; 6.0(j : 2.86 : 6.79 : 8.53 :.. VAR 22.30 : 92.40 : 17.66 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 0.00 : 36.78 : 8.19 : 46.14 : 72.01 ~
........" ..-............. - ................... ~.......--........... "' .......~.,.--...---~...-..--- ........ ""-- .....- .."" ...................... -..................... -......-......--....................... -.....- ...-...-...-...-.....~~..................... :.. COUNT :;58.82 " 3fl9.18 * 364.!l6 .. 101.00 " 131.00 .. 3.20 • 397.13 ** 333.97 t, 412.57 • 342.71 :
AVG 1'7.66 .. 40.86 • 41.55 ~ 19.00 • 24.71 .. 0.37 .. 46.92 "* 36.14 " 49.40 • 33.41 :.. tilN IILAO .. 39.31 " 40.04 * 19.00 .. 24.71 " 0.37 • 44.73 .* 35.10 * 46.87 • 32.70 :
MAX 79.97 .. 46.21 • 'f2.41 .. 19.00 • 24.71 • 0.37 .. 47.73 "* 36.60 .. 50.50 " 36.67 :




BASH: INPUTDATA • METABOLICWORK RrlTEAND PSYCHROMTERICDATA
•• METABOLICIlEATPRODUCTION PSYCHROMETRICDATA :
::----------..----".------..------.,------------------------------------------------------:METABOlIe:
: ;11EARTRATE:OXYGEfl CONSUMPTION :08SERVA :WORK RATE:VAP PRESS:VAP PRESS:REL HUM : TEM' RAn: IlEAT
• • Qr Qr: TIME as: W : IPa I : IPa I Ril Tr M
.. blm : V02 OM : V02 IIR :per input: W/m2 kPa: nmiG % C 141M2
•• r.OUlIi
AVG




































































114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00:
P.B!): 113.00: 158.21: 4.07: 2.99: 58.41:
6.51: 0.00: 124.99: 2.82: 0.72: 39.69:
12.29: 220.00: 206.87: 4.63: 8.1&: 75.77:
1.10: 65.82: 15.63: 0.46: 1.62: 7.84:
1.22 : 4331.67: 244.37: 0.21: 2.62: 61,43:
114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00
4.01: i13.00: 69.48: 3.55: 2.76: 59.94:
2.02: o.ao: 61.31: 2.73: 0.36: 47.76:
7.15: 226.00: 134.0~: 4.15: 5.32: S;'.66~
1.35: 65.82: 19.12: 0.38: 1.13: 6.76:
1.82 : 4331.07: 365.53: 0.14: 1.27: 45.65:
114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00, 114.00:
2.40: 113.UO: -4.10: 3.56: 0.81: 75.63:
-0.12: 0.00: -50.72: 2.76: 0.41: 64.94:
3.73: 226.00: 20.46: 4.44: 1.83: 31.94:
0.86: 65.B2: 15.93: 0.42: 0.30: 3.63:
0.74 : 4331"67: 253.63: 0.18 : 0.09: 13.19:
114.00: 114,00: 114.00: 114,00: 114.00: 114.00:
8.15: l'~.OO: 81.64: 4.07: 2.25: 64.10:
5,87: v.OO: 53.78: 3.19: 0.28: 34.99:
9.94: .:26,00; 103.46: 4.88: 9.68: 84.33:
0.90: 65.02: 11.00: 0.30: 1.87: 10.20:
0.81 : 4331.67: 120.90: 0.09: 3.49: 104.12:
114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00:
5,25: 113.00; 04.98: 3.41: 1.47: 6!'i.50:
0.31: 0.00: 4.11: 2.83: 0.31: 46.62:
13.79: 226.00: 224.70: 4.27: 5.55: 83.79:
4.45: G5.82: 72.78: 0.44: O.DB: 6.97:
19.78 : 4331.67 : 5296.42: 0.19: 0.78: 48.56:
114.00: 114.00: 114.03 i 114.00: 114,00: 114.00:
6.32: 113.00: 86.74: 3.BO: 1.53: fiB.ll:
2.B7: 0.00: 10.89: 2.77: 0.l7: 49.33:
1.58: 226.00: 111.ti7: 4.80: 4.68: 81.56:
1.08: 65.B2: 21.38: 0.39: 0.78: 5.58 :
1.18 : 4331.67: 451.0S: 0.15: 0.61: 31.14:
114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00: 114.00:
4.13: 113.00: Hfi.76: 3.72: 2.04: 6,1.86:
2.66: 0.00: 60.50: 2.94: U.40: 31.66:
5.66: ?2fi.OO: 114.07: 4.45 ~ 12.53: B1.46:
0.14: 65.82: 13.11: 0.22: 1.36: z.ss .



























































































































: : u ""'''""' ~ "''''''''' f' .• ~ "" "' _ '" "'a"'~",,,,_,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,, EO £ _ ." "' u·"' .,.~_. "' ..,_ .,.~ "' ~ "' ••""u "' .. u :
117
::_ .._--_ ......"" ......---_ ..._ ............ _--_ ....__ ...__ ..._ .....__ ....... -_ ..•.... ..._..___ ..... _ .. _ ..._______ ...___ ............ ___ ... '" ...n ..._ ................ __ ..... .,.............................. _ ......... :
.. BASIC INPUT DATA • METP"'fLIC I' K flAIE ANDPSYCHilOMTmrc DATA.... f1ETABOLIt:IIEAT PRODUCTION PSYCIli{OMETRICDATA ...... "............ _-:
: : ------- •• -------------. _. ----.--- -.--- ..-- ..-------- •• - •.-------.- •••• -- ••• ----------------.- :METABOLIe:
: :HEARTRATE:OXYGENcOnSUMPTIOii :OBSERV!\ :WuRK~IATE:VAPPRESS:VAP PRESS:REI. IIUM : TEMPR~D : HEAT.. Qr QI' : TIME as : }/ : 'Pil' : 'Pa' lUI Ti' M.. hIm : V02 eM : V02 IIR :per input: W/m2 kFa -jiG . C W/I12
: : .........._ ........._: u___ ...... ___ ......._ .........~.......~.~_.;a..·M ...... _ ..... _ ............... _ .. __ .. _ ... __ .. ___ .... _'.___ ... _ ...... ' ........ _ ..... _ ................ __ ..... : ... __ co ....... ~ ... : ~.. COUNT 82!J.14 .. 879.17 *150U7.45 .. 7466.25 .. 832.6B .. B26,J) .. Ij35.91 ** 1167.76 .. 4371.96 .. B13.15 *.. AVG 17.54 .. 20.26 .. 681.97 .. 334.31 .. 17.81 .. 17.23 .. ~fJ.77 ..* 39.02 .. 211.57 .. 16.37 .... Mitl 55.07 .. 62,65 * 2078.78" 1031.93 .. 55.53 ~ 53.32 .. 176.04 .... 119.15 .. 655.48 .. 2.33 ..
'" HAX 55.00 I't 65.65 .. 2207.92 .. lC78.26 * 56.52 .. 57.6!i " 197.05 ** 124.64 .. 602.99 * 55.71'.. STD ERR .. 61.16 .. 2116.39 .. 1006.64 * 54.16 * 54 .38 .. 155.23 ** 102.12 .. 56~ 94 .. 54.11~-
.. VAR ErlR .. 60.76 * 4554.02 w 1149.41 .. 54.00 .. 54.82 .. 185.73 ..* 103.30 .. 603.96 * 55 12 ,
I : __ ....... ___ .. _.~ __ ..... _ ... __ ... ___ ... .,. ...... __ .. _ ...... _ ............. _ ...... ""' .... ""_ ................... _ ......... _ ............... ____ .............. ___ ... __ ... _ ... ____ ................ _ .................. _ ... _ .. _ ...... _ ... :
.. COUNf 114.00 : 114.1)0 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.01) : 114.00 : 114.0f) : 114.00 1413CST UID.. AVG 3.11 : s.se : 113.00 : 63.73 : 4.12 : B.72 : 39.72 : 45.28 : 194.1" : 5.15 :.. MIN 3.11 : 4.80 : 0,00 : 40.70 : 2.72 : 0.75 : 21'l.64 : 30.00 : 176.85 : 0.20 :.. MAX 3.11 : 10.15 : 226.00 : 106.07 : 4.09 : 13.63 ; 71i.27 : 51.00 : 225.98 : 28.01 : ''1."
STD 0.00 : 1.01 : 65.82 : 12.35 : 0.52 : 3.29 : 12.17 6.01l : 9.213 • 0.53 :.. VAR 0.00 : 1 .02 : 4331.67 ~ 152.45 : 0.27 : 10.81 : 147.9(1 : 36.91 : 86.09 : 72.81 :
". COUNT 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114,()O : 114.00 : 114.(10 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 : 114.00 1562CST D/mu.. AVG 2.911 : 4.72 : 113.00 : 5:i.80 : 3.75 : 4.26 : 52.40 : E~R : 176.11 : 5.15 :
.,' MIN 2.94 : 2.66 : G.OO : 33.32 : 3.11 : t.20 : 3·1.80 : ERR : 157.20 : 0.20 :.. MAX 2.94 : 9.08 ; 226.01) : 103.40 : 4.77 : 9.93 : 70.80 : [RR : 216.15 : 28.01 :.. ST[J 0.00 : 1.26 : 65.62 : 13.76 : 0.38 : 1.79 : z.za . ERR : 11.57 : 8.53 :
VAR 0.00 : 1.1)9 : 4331.67 : 1B9.34 : 0.14 : 3.22 : 52.32 : ERR : J.33.95 : 72.81 :
~_~ _________ " __ ~_~P~ _____ ~ ___ ~ ______ D.U~ ___________ ...~ ____ ~ __ Q __ ~_~~_~_" __ ..._~ __________ ..._~ ____ ~ __ h_~~ __ ~ __ ~. ___ :
COUNT 237.32 .. 251.67 w 4964.48 * 603.30 * 4140.51 • 265.19 I< 5:1?.7B ** 397.26 .. 920.35 .. 342.71 :
AVG 18.04 * ~().34 '* 709.07 .. 77 .B7 .. IIl.51 '* 22.2i " 67.31 *.. ERR It 140.35 .. 33.41 :
MIN W.Ol .. IS.77 * 692.93 \' 73.53 * 18.47 .. 21.13 " 66.61 ** ERR It 135.07 .. 32.10 :
MAX 17.99 .. 20.38 * 725.21 .. 82.48 .. 18.76 • 22.45 .. 72.63 •• ERR * 140.69 .. 36.57 :
STD 17.54 .. 19.11 .. 702.33 .. 69.30 .. 18.11 .. 20.76 * fi2.77 ** ERR " 110.06 .. 33.89 :







!:featsources influ~ncing t.D.?- opeJ;:.ator:(refer page 47)
t·lhcrc:
is the heat in the cabin
is the heat from the engine
is the metabolic heat from the driver
is the heat loss to the ambient air
over 50% ofthe cabin wall
Heat f:;:om thJl_§!lg.ine1.ul)_;_
The heat flow from the engine to the steel substraight
(the cabin wall) is governed by the four basic heat
transfer mechanisms. They are convection, conduction,
radiation and evapor~tion.
Th8 heat generated during fuel combustion is usually
included in an energy balance and expressed ~s per-
centages of tIle(:;!nergysuppl ied by th(~ fuel:
brake power + heat to the engine cooling air + the
energy of the exhaust +- unaccountl?d l()sses obtained
by difference, and which include radiation and
convecti.on losses.
Heat generated by the engine flows via the cooling air
to the cabin wall. The following formulae show the heat
flow from the outer skin of the cabin wall, through the




gr is the radiant heat transfer over the total
area of the cabin (Whillier,1982)
qClis the convective heat transfer thro1.lqhthe air
in the cabin
QC2is the conducti~e heat transfer fro~ the engine .
compar-tment;v i a the steel substrrad t to the cabf.n
qe is the hcac loss due to evaporati on of any liquid
in the cabin, this is however neglected as
condition as extremely dry in the cabin. It is







qr = 5,67 (Tl/100)4_(T2/100)4*A2*Fev
~...here:
qr is the radiant heat ex the engine in W/m2,
Ti is the absolute temperature of the air on the
- engine side of the cabin wall in K
T2 is t{leat.solute t.empar at.ure of the air in the
driver.s cabin in K
5,67 is Stefan Boltzman constant for radiant heat
~leat transfer
82 is the total area of the cabin wall in m2




e is the vie\17factor of the heat transfer plane
and:
gCl ""hc A (twall-tcabin)
tvhere:
hc is the convective heat transfer coeff and is
dependant art the ambient conditions in the cabin
in terms of temperature and airflow.
Also hc 5680 (1+0,015t)*~O,8/do,2
with airflow in the cabin
or






Due to the contact between A2 and A3 it will
be necessary to use the log mean temperature difference
(LMTD) when expressing the twall'
where:
LMTD ~ (tA -tA )/loge(tA ItA)2 3 2 3
and tA is the average temperature of the steel
2
substrait also called the cabin wall, on the
engine side of the cabin in 0 celcius.
tA is the average temperatu~e of the steel
3
substrait also called the drivers cabin, on
ambient air side of the cabin in 0 celcius.
the
and:
Qc2 is the conductive heat transfer
where:
k is the thermal conduc·tivity of the steel
substraight @ 45,0 W/m2(neglecting the
paintwork on the steel
T is the temperature of the steel in kelvin
tae is the engine compar~ment air temperature
in 0 calcius.





Heat from the vehicle op3rator ('llj__;_
This heat source has been discussed in appendix H.
This mechanism is the inverse to the heat from the engine
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